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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Nets:larks re ra4olutionizing libr'aries and the world of

infoimation Livexy. If they continue,to grow at the rate of.

the last ten years they willotransform libraries and the services

they ;ender. Ip many ways thetnetwork is to the library what the

butterfly is to the caterpillar. The cocoon which libiaries ae

spinning taplirotect themselves zil1 eventually prove to be the

catalytic element which wi,l1 cause the evolution of librarie0

into a new and different ertity.

The purpose of thi per is to eXamine the pa4st, present

and future roles of the Federal.government in'nationwide library

networking. A clear underatanding,of the Federal role, however,

can ,only emege if viehave a comp, ete picture of library network

activity.

' It is fashionable in some circle to talk of a "notional

libraty network" aa if a single monolithic structure either

already exists, or.is the process of being constructed. Aw

review of, the historical develapment of networks indicates )that

networks have not developed as a result of centralized planning

and management put have grown from the "bottom up" in responte to

'loc'al and regional dervice needs. While'this development has
7

been messy, it has also incorporated an uncommon amount of energy

and cXeativity:

A snapshot of the current status of librdry networks reveals
3

a comidez and rapidly changing set of services and'relationshipa.



Driyen by teChnologiCal developments, library networks are

offering new services and finding new roles as they confront'a

variety of issOes. Originally formed to inpreasejoroductivity,

networks now provid, bibliographic access that creates a new

range of options and services and lays the groundwork for the
.

.deirelopment of document delivecy systems,

.t As networks grow in size ar0 sophistication, distinctions
4

must be made and more precige definitions sought. The first

distinction is between cooperative and network. In this paper

,the term "network" is us d to refer to those systems which rely

on . computer and cormun cations technologies to facilitate

resource sharing,l, Other types of cooperative efforts are'

described as "cooperatives" or "consortia.k Apli,t becomes

necessary to distinguish between ,types of networks an additiohal
,

,

refinement of definition is useful. Some authors restrict the

use of the term "network" to those systems which actually provide

the automated services and Call the state and muitistate efforts
:

\-e

"service centers," 0 her authors use "network" to desbribe the,

state and regional st%047and the term "information utility" to '

designate large service providers. Thus the term network, even

with its more restricted definition, 4s still ambiguous.

Since the scope of this paper is to describe the state of

the art in library networking, no a.ttempt iS'madeto establish'.

new terminology, although MOte precise terminology needs to be

.dev,eloped. Instead existing terminology is defined and used

consistently. The term "network" as.defined above is used

generically to'apply to bothIservice providers and service

2
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brokers. Service providers such'as OCLC,.WLN, arrd RLIN are
, 4

referred to as-"intormation utilities" and state and multi--state

systems such as SOLINET, INCOLSA, and NELINET are called "Service

centere.°

A final' distinction is'ImPeritive in.a-paper concerned with

the Federal rolein libtary networking. That is the difference

between a "national libraxy network" and a "nationwide library

'network..." A "national libruy network" is used in this paper to

mean a centrallyllannd, Federally managed, interconnected
2

network which provides service% to librailies of all types across

the country. A "nationwide library network" refers to the

geographic scope of a. neework or, series of networks which

together constitute a service to libraries acrws the nation.

The'appropriate role,of the Federal government'is different if
4

one considers the ultimate goal of library networking,to be a

."national library network" as opposed to a "nationwide library

network."

Generally speaking there are several rOfes that the Federal

government has played,'does play and will continue to play in
.

P
library Retworking. They are:

. r

o Research and Development

o Planning and Policy Making

P Financial Support

Network Operation and Management

This report describes the current level of Federal activity

in these areas, assesses the issues involved in each and looks at

options for futute invOlvement.

'For many reasons outlined in .thls report, networks appear to



be the model for librhries of the future. The primary rqie of
11.

the federal government is to build on the strengths already

Aapparent in'network'growth to achieve increasing access to

information for citizens throughout the country. This has after

all been the goal-of 'federal intervention since the Library

Services Act sought to bring lairary service to the rural parts

of our country. Objectives, howevet, may shift quite

dramatically. -3n addition they depend mit only on an idealized

goal, but on the. tec.hnological, economic and political

environment that exists an0 the history of networking development

as well.
-

Based on the information1detailed in this'paper, it appears
\

that some reasonable Objectives or fedetal participation in

library networking might be:

11 o Encourage the development sd state and local networking

0

cTbilities by providing financial .incentives for

resource sharing.

Encourage the continued participation in resource

, sharing activities by major research libraries by

subsidizing resource development..

o Support researCh and development at an elevated level to

achieve economies of scale, increased productivity, and

advances...in information technology ttlat might even

effect ther parts of,.the economy.

o Promote use of the latest tegnology within the goVernment

itself, so.that.federal aencies become a model for

)information handling and develop systems which can be

1
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used in other contexts, The MARC tapes developed by

the Library of Congress are one example o this type of
4

'activityt,

Provide a mechanism for the
\-

._propulgation of standards.

establi.shment and

o Adopt a laissez fairel approach to the development of

bibliographic utilities and state and regional networks
-

with the exception 'of support.for R&D.

These objectives suggest that the federal goverment is .not

striving to be all things to all people, nor is it seeking to

deirelop é. single monolithic structure. It accepts the somewhat

messy approach to network development that' has taken us very far

very fast. In addition, it recognizes that some netwo.riks will

succeed while others may fail, but the multiple experiinents are

likely to give the library community a great many more optiont.

5
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

4

Many contend that networks have had a revolutionary imp ct

on libraries. W le this is certainly 'an accurate assessmen of

the past, it iS a conserva,tive view of the future. An anal sis,

of the speed and scope of network development suggests th t'if

networks continue to develop at the rate of the last ten years,

they will completely transform libraries and lilvrary rrvices.

This chapter will define*library and information networks, it

will assess factors which have made network development possible

and it will outline the major events in the short 'Alit dynamic

history of,library networking. Finally, it will examine those

elements thatlead to the preceding hypothesis about the future

imPact of netwotke.

DEFINITIONS

The wond "network" has been variously defined. Some use the

term in a general way to metn "a gro-up of individuals or

organizatispns that are interconnected." (Martin, 1981) This
, .x.

definition includes all types of cooperative activit4s among

libraries such as formal and informal library consortia,

information retrieval systems and groups bf library users having

common inteiests.

Usirig this defj.nition the history of library networks

coincides With the.history'of library cooperation which is said

A
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'

to have begun in'1853,when Charles Jewett suggested the use of

stereotype prates to produCe a national union catalog. Ottler

landmarks on the long and-uCky. road of library cooperation

include the initiation of Library *of Congress catalog card_

productioh and distributan in 1901 and the developmen of thes

Library of Congress book catalog and the National Union Catalog

which existed as early as 1950.

While the term "library ne6gork" is,still used by some to

mean virtually any type of cooperative activity between

libraries, a more pretise definition is gainiftlg general

acceptance. The term "network" is now frequently used to mean

"both the or6anizations and systems that link libraries together

via telecommunications with computer-rcontrolled message switching

and data-base access." (Markuson, 1980) Characteristics include:

0 support derived primarily from payment for services

from participating libraries

o full time staff

o controlled by an independent governing body with a high

level of Involvement (generally through a board of

directors'from participating libraries)

o built around a cooperatively maintained bibliographic

database in machine-readable form

'linked online by a telecommupic ns system
o

(Stevens,1980)

This definition clearly excludes cooperatives and consortia

that are not organized around computer and communicatioas

systems. Although many.of these organizations are becoming

7
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increasingly involved in networking activities, the disiiriction

is important in the context.of emerging issues.

DEVELOPMENTAL FACTORS

Library 'networks are clearly a product of the times. They

are the, natural Consequence. of political, econom i-c and

technological developments _that affectall aspects of our

society. More specifically library networks are the'result of

economic constraints, technological imperatives and the need to

abcess a vast and growing body of print and non-print materials.

There.was a time when scholarly libraries attempted ts

acquir all published materials in specific areas. Those days

,are now gone. In the United States alone between 350,90 and

40,000 books are published each year, and worldwide publication

of periodicals is'estimated to be approximately 120,000 titles

per year. In addition research libraries must select from among (,

-numerous serials, foreign publications and government documents.

Faced with this explosion of information libraries can no longer"

hope to meet,the 'needs of their clienteles using pnly the

matertals from their own collections.
-

Even if it weTrhysically.possible to collect everything,

it ha's become an economic daydream,. The economic picture A
recent years hasibeen gloomy. Unrelenting inf,lation and the

declining fiscal capacity-of manyof our governmental units and

institutions has resulted in reduced.budgets and increased hosts

for most libraries. Thus libraries have -6-truggled to do' more

with less and have scrambled to find ways to iricrease

,productivity. While labo4 r and,materials costs have risen

8
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shkrply, the Costs ot....comriutei and communications capabilities

have dioppep, thereby providing an inCeriti've for libraTy

administrators-to.seek technological sOlutionsto economically

inducea- prOblbms.

r Advances, in itfo;rmation technologies have created new

options for libraries. Computers are getting smaller, faster,

cheaper, more reliable, and more pervasive. Computer memory has

'shrunk 800 times irk size since 1953 and 66ntinues to shrink at

the same rate. Computer circuitry with a switching time faster

'than'20 trillionths of a,secatid now exists. Moreover, the Cost

of electronic logic and memory has,been.falling at a rate of 25

percent to 30 perceni a year, compounded over the-lastwo

decades, and cost-of storage technology hap been decreasing by 40

.-percent annually. (Mason, 1981)

Communications systems, too, are changing rapidly and are

becoming increasingly indistinguishable from cothiputer systems.

Thus we ate seeing the growth of massive "telecomputing"

capabilities. Digital information may now be transmitted using

the electromagnetiC spectrum (radio, television, satellite) or

some form of telephone line or cable. The cost of communications

falling at the rate of 11 percent,: with satellite costs alone

falling 40 percent annually. (Mason, 1981)
A

4
As a result of these 'developments libraries turned to

computer and communications systems to reduce costs, increase

productivity'and improve access to materials owned by other

institutions. The network was'born.

/



EVENTS ,

The concepteof library networks grew out of a tra.dition of

library cooperation that dates back to the 19th centurY. Odle a
0
full history of cooperative efforts is dil;ide the scope of this

paper, those efforts were based on a beliefthat. intellectual

effort profits from th.e sharing of resources. The first major

effort to describe a 1 ibrary. network apPetred in 1969 in

Cbnceptual fiesign of an Automated National Library System

prepared by Norman Meise. This publication presented the

potentials of technology and its 'possih19 aPplications in

stren-gthening the coopera vp interrelationships of libraries,.

In 1970 the Confe ence on Interlibrary COmmiTirications and

Information Networks laid the philosophical groundwork for the

development of library networks. The conference was sponsored by

the p.S.'Office of Education and the American Library Association

and it waS held at Ai rl i e House in Warrenton, Virginia.

Attendees at that conference predicted that "network's will bring

drastic changes to administrative relationships among existing
0

gnstitutions and that new agencies are likely to be created to

meet the pressures of networking potential and capabilitiei."

(Becker, 1971) It' was also at that conference that the idea of a

"National Li6rary Network", complete with federal funding ana

national planning and management, was born. Some of the basic

tenets professed at that meeting include:

o that national planning, leadership and direCtion are

essential to network development

o that'large-scale federal funding of library networks is
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a

t essential to their development

that networks will result from a linkage of lOcal and

statp nekwypts and will build,upon present state-
%

levea cooperatives and-consortia such as the New
A

Yotk NYSILL interlibrary loan networks and ftom

local academic networks based on local universily_

computer centers

o that sorke tyge of national agency, such ds,...NCLIS,

Library of Congress, or a new eJderael agency, will
,

be required to.govern and manage the development

of a national library network. (Markuson, 1980)

In the decade that has elapsed since these preconditions

were articulated networking activity has grown far/beyond the

wildest dreams of the participants. Today 25 functioning network

organization exist that serve over 2300 libraries froth an

estimated, 4000 on-line terminals. While federal funding has

provided ari impOrtant contribution to these activities, the

pattern of networXing we see today is primarily the result of

local initiatives and self-financing.

The pivotal event that led to the emergence of an unplanned

and uncoordinated system of networks was an action taken by the

Lihrary of Congress in the 1960s. At7that time LC embarked on

the creation of machine-readable cataloging data and began

distribution in 1969. MARC'tapes as they came to be known,

provided a standard but the Library of Congress made no provision

for direct access to the database. Many organizations

experimented with the tapes. Oge such orgaDAzition was the Ohio

College Library Center (now OCLC,Inc.). It devised a system

11
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whereby MARC tapes, suppLeilented by original cataloging done by

member libraries, could be dsed to generate cattloTcards quickly

and economically. In 1970 it performed its first batch

processing for 54 mioniber libraries, and in 1971 it became the

first organization to offec online operations.

Things happened quickly after that. NELINET (New England

Library Information Network) abandoned its efforts to develop an

indeliendent database and contracted for services with OCLC as did

PRLC (Pittsb-urgh Regional Library Center) and *FAUL (Five

AseOciated University Libraries). This action paind the way for

what wia'to become the dclinant pattern. Regional networks were

formed *in order to facilitate contracting with OCLC for the use

of iet cataloging subsystem, to provide training and assistance

in the use of the subsystem, and to provide a focal point for
OA

other network activities.* (Stevens, 1980) This system of

distribution of OCLC services through state and multistate

networks has worked so well that from 1971 to 1979 OCLC has grown

from a system which provided on-line service to a 4ingle library

with one terminal linked to a sole computer to a system serving

300&-terminals in over 2000 libraries requiring 30 mainframe and

minicomputers. (Markusori, 1980)

Although the vast majority of state and multistate networks..

were developed to,broker the services of OCLC, a few chose to

develop independent databases and offer additional 'services.

These included: Washington Library Network (WLN1, Research

Libraries Information Network (LIN), and University of Toronto

Library Automation System (=AM. ,



t.,-
WLN, thd youngest And skallest of the online networks, began

,-

operations in1977. It-lb characteriz. ed by its affiliation

/
i h

104the Washingtot State Library; its emphasis on service to blic

libraries and its concentration on the development of replicable

software. Because of its strong ties to the State L.ibrary, WLN

has never shown any inclination to compete with OCLC in the

nationwide delivery of service and operates'a continuing network

systei for libraries in the pacific Northwest only. It hes,
4,.

however, inNiested over six millioroodollars in software develop-
.,

ment since the'ldte 1960s. (Robinson, 1980) It provides not onl

an online 6ataloging capability, but also an acquisitions

sUbsysCem with fund-accounting. ,

Some .obs,ervers- feel that the WLN approach, with its

,

concentratiOn on replicable software srvy be the wave of the

future. . "As existing netvgork ,organizations
*gain

fur thee-
40;..

,organizational and financial ,maturity, and as the costs of

computer hardware continue to decrvse, replication of the WLN

system, which would give them a greater.measure of independence

grom OCLC and provide a system with different capabilities,

appears to be an attractive alternative for many networks.'

(Stevens, 1980)- This issue will be taken up later in this paper.

Some of the experiments with the MARC formats and tapes took

place outside' of networks.. Several individual research-libraries

attempted to develop their own systems.. These include librariek

at the University of Chicago, University of Georgia, University

Of Massachusetts, Northwestern University, PennsylVania State

University, Stafiford University, and the New York Public Library.

(Stevens, 198Q) ,Because of the substantial costs involved in

13



maintaining the necessary database and systems most of these
- .

- . .

experihents have been abandoned. The evolution of ()lie, however,

.meritsspecial attention.

The Bibliographic Automation of Large Libraries using an On-
,-

--,)
Line Timesharing System (BALLOTS) was a ystem originally

developed by Stanford.University. in 1972. In 1975 the costs of -

running the syseem led Stanford to make it more.widely available

and by mid-1978 over 50 libraries in the state of California were .

using it as a shared Cataloging system with 100 others,using it

to search for bibliographic data.0'

iliAanwhile. the Research Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) was

planning the deirelopment of a network system which would' provide

better quality control to the select group of research libraries

that are mémbers of RLG. Rather than' develop Ito own sof tware,-
"c.

it decided in early 1978 to adopt the BALLOTS system because of

its sophisticated. capabilities. The BALLOTS Center was

subsequently reorganized with service to reSearch libraries

emphasized and service to California libraries provided through

the California Library Authority for SYsteins and Services

(CLASS). This syStem is'now-know" as the Research Libraries

Information Network (RLIM and is the bibliographic database and

services arm of RLG. In addition to providing cataloging,

acquisitions, fund accounting, and serial control, RLIN offers

programs in the areas of preservation, shared collection

development and' management, and shared resources among the

research libraries.

In spite of massive grants from the Carnegie, Dana, Hewlett,

14
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Mellon, Rockefeller, and Sloan Foundations; a substantial, long

term loan from thX4kird FOundation;.and-contituing 'support from

the Council on Library--Resources the future of RLG is uncertain.

Warvard University has dropped out of the group, for a va le'ty of

reasons many members maintain their 'memb,erships in other

netWorks, and it is unclear whether RLG will be Able to attract

additional members without compromising on the quality of its

service. ,

The University of Toronto LibraryOutomation,System (UTLAS)

offers still another approach to networking. The Canadian

library processing aenter began converting its catalog records to

machine-readable form in 1959 and had an onlindbsystem by the

mid-1,970s. It is second in size to OCLC and is striving for an

integrated distributed network. It provides centralized data

processing and locally operated systems. It wilksrun i user's

fileiaqeinst'MARC tapes, the BibliothecAe NatiOnale de Quebec,

the database,of the NatiOhal Library'of Canada, arinhe National

Library of .Medicine. Moreover, its software can Produce ..COM

catalogs, union lisi4s, cards, -and tapes. In 1980.UTLAS,04uired

its first U.S. customer, the ROchester Institute of Technology.

As the foregoing suggests, it is diffidult in describing a

movement that is.only ten years old to sort the'history from the

'current statps. While all of the developments outline aboxie will

be discusseyat greater length in tfie next chapter, preliminary

information is presdnted here to demonstrate the extent to which

network development has deviated from the direciion's envisioned

at the 1970 Airlie House Conference. These differences and

distinctions become even more apparent if we compare the

15
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preconditions prpsented atIthat conference with the resolution on

networking 1:1sed at the White House Conference on Library and

Information Services held in 199:

WHEREAS1'library and information services contribute
signifipantly to information,resources, and

.
.

WHEREAS, access to information and library Asources
available in ail types of.libraries is needed and
muSt.be equally available to all citiziks, and

, .

WHEREAS, all types of library.and information centers
have resources which can contribute to library and
informatiOnAtervices, networks, and pTograms at

) all geographic Arels, and .

WHEREAS, resource sharing is now mandated by the
information explosion, the advan e of modern

itechnology, the rapidly escalating co ts of needed
resources, and the wide di spari y between

, resources available to individuals by reasbn of
geographic location or socio-economic position,

THEREFORE BE.IT RESOLVED, that acomprehensive approach
be taken to the planning and development of multi- .

type library.and informatioh networks, including
both profit and not-fox-profit libraries from the
public and private sector, and .1

6.

BE IT,FURTHER RESOLVED, that such ans be.developed at
the national, regonal, and local level to include
specific plans for a'national periodicals system
and the concept of a national lending library for
print and nonprint materials, and

_

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, th t plans be developed for the , ,

16coordination of libra r.Y and information networks
and . programs which would identify tile

responsibility for such coordination in the United
gtates Department of Education's Office of Library
and Learning Resources% (Or its successor) and the
State library agencies, and such other agencies,
organizations, or libraries as are involv,ed , in
such networks, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that control of such networks
remain at the State or'regional level, and

,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that mechanisms be developed to
ensure acceis bY all individuals to such networks
and programs, and

16
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, fhat Federal and State funds be
made available to continue to-Support and
interconnect existing networks, as well as to
developwnew networke, and that such funds be
designated for network operations and for grants
in support of local cooperative action, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that 'all agencies and
institutions that provide education and continuing
education for library practitioners should offer
-training in the skills, knowledge, andsabilities
which will help ensure that practitioners are
competent to proviide access through these networks
in a most effecti* manner.

0 From( every perspective the Fedeeal role s quite different

than had been,projected in 1970, and now even the exptctations

have changed. In place of centralized' national planning a

comprehensive approach involving'individuals at the national,

regional, and local levels and even the for-profit sector is

calleNor. 'Instead ofplatgetecale federal funding" both
;

. .
etederale and sdtate support is expected. The iFequirement that a

national agency "govern and manage the development of a'national
\

library network." has been replaced by a resolution that

"control of such networks remain at the State or regional level."

CONCLUSION

Embedded in the historidal developmentr.of networks are

characteristics that suggest,a,different pattern of development

for librariep in the future. These characteristics are:

Well defined role ,

o Funding appropriate to the role

o Development congruent with political, economic, and

technological trends

o Capacity for change

17
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Networks know what business they are in. They are in the,

eil
communicat'ons business. While libraries tradi'tionally collect

and'prese e materials and encourage their clienteles toemake use

of those materials, networks seek, find, and deliver information.

They,próvide serqces that not only increase producti'vity but .

also enhance and Change the nature of library service.

Altholigh financial support.for network development has come

from a myriad of sources, network CIDerations are usually

supported by fees for service. .ThiS provides a fuhding base that,

is tied directlyto services provided andensures sensitivity to-

market,demand.

- The FiW. Report of the White Rouse qohferenbe on"Library
"

and Information Services summarizes ihe major góaJA contained ,in

the resolutions: "tp reshape library and information services to

serve,the people in more useful ways, to maintain local cont.rol

of these services, and to insist on more eeonomy and

accountability frop,the instituions that provide the services."

These goals are cOnsistent with the broader political and

economic trends of the country and are congruent with network

development. Networks have developed from the "bottom up" and

control has been retained by local and regional units. Moreover,

networks were initially formed for the purpose of taking

advantage of economies Of scale, and acCountability is
.1

unavoidable given their funding structurp.

A complete description of-teChnological clla4e is outside',

the scope of this paper. By their definition,'however, networks

are inektricably wed toccomptiter anci communications teChnclogies.

O. C
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While*skill in using these technologies may vary from netwOrk to

network, networRs generically provide electionic
ts

based rather

than paper based services.

Finally, networks have already deMonstrated the.capadity to.,/

change the lature of their services as conditions change.

Although increased catalogiig productivity was the primary

motivating gar ce in their .formation, they now provide

bibliographic databases that are used for interlibrary loan

transactions.and-other resCurce sharing activibdes.' ,In addition

other 'services are now befng developee. OCLC, for example, has

e3erimdnted with
I

direct delivery of-services to the public in

Columbus Ohio through its Channel 2009 project.

.Thi preceding analysis does not mean that' networka are

without problems or that their'future is secure. It is simply a

summary of the trends and characteristics that have emerged over,

the last debacle. The fpllowing chapter will detail the current.

\statufs of library nett;iorks.v It will describe them, outline the

functions they perform, and analyze the issues they, face.

Subsequent chapters will define and describe the federal role in

greater detail.

19-
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CHAPTER II

' CURRENT STATUS

;Library networks, as defined in the preceding chapter, are-

4

4 technology driven. Thie are an embodiment of technological

,papabilities, they revpond ta technological cliange, their

structures r4flect technological trends. Because library

networks are tied so closely to technological developments which

are occurring ata breathtaking rate it is difficult to destribe

"the present." Nevertheless, this chapter will provide a

snapshot ofk library'networks as they exist today. 'It will

describe the technology, the varieties of networks currently in,
,soperation, the functions they perform, and the major issues that

1arise.

TECHNOLOGY *,

Just as,technological developments ten yeaxs agoled to the

initial creation of networks and to their centralization, current

technological developments are threatening some networks,

changing the functions of others, and creating the possibility of

direct service',to individuals outside the,library.

From a technological perspective a network may be defined as

"nodes" joined by "links". Thus, a library network as defined

earlienansists of nodes (libraries, local gibrary ,systems,

* This section is excexpted from an article to be published by
Robert M. Mbson on State Library Networks in Library Journal in.
1982.
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information and service centers, etc.) that communicate machine-

readabledata through telecommunications links.

'Computer-based library netwOrks are designed using three

basic communications concepts and two basic data processing
4

structures. The "star" communnations approach consists of a
4

central node with communications links (spokes) to outer nodes.

The "ring" design has adjacent nodes linked bo each othe'r in a

chain fashion, and the "direct link" approach provides direct

communications.lints between every node pair, using either a

unique link between each node.pair or a "communications bus"

approach. Figtre 1 illustrates the three basic communications

design concepts and the two approaches to providing direct links

between nodes.

The data processing concepts include "centralized" and

"diitributed". In the centr:alized design, the no&s communicate

with a central node which incorporates virtually all the

computation, memory, and data processing f ilities. In the

distributed design, the individual nodes themselves have

significant processing and memorli capabilitiei.

The star design.lends itself to centralized processing of

transactions,'and the early examples of computer-based library

networks . are based on a star communication design with a

centralized processing facility. More recently, in-creasing

attention is being directed toward diste,ibuted p.rocessing in a

star or bus communications design, in which the individual nodes

carry a share of the uocessing load.

choice requires not only an assessment o

approach, but also the matching of desire

21 ,
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,INDIVIDUAt NODE-PAIR LINKS

.f)

DIRECT

RING (LOOP)

BUS

FIGURE 1. Basic Alternative Communications Designs
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,

the system performance characteristics. ) .he paragraphs below
,

outline the distinguishing chara'cteristics of the different

approaches.

Star, Centralized

The star deSign sttudtre is often used to link a more

. poVierful computer facility wibb le.sser or subordinate facilities..

In these designs, the nodes may only be communications

facilities, with all the logical, processing and 'atorage

capabilities being 'l ted at the Central facil.4y (hub). This

design has the ad -tages of relatively flow investment'

requirements at the çi3es, close control of the technology and

communications prq, ocols (thus assuring a minimum of

Compatibility problems within the network), and minimum

redundancy. It is Parti.Cularly Well-suited for -applications

. which re4uire ihared use of costly equipment or other resouices.

This design -he's -the potential fox h-aving t-he--best -cost-

performance capability of any-of the network structures,

depending on the functional requirements of the network. The

disadvantages'of this deaign are eharacteristic of most'',

centralized systems: the ieliability of the system is no greater

than the reliability of the central facility. When the central

facility is do,/n, no processing takes place and the .entire

network is effectivel "down% Additionally, any communicationsl

link failure means that the isolated node can,ngt perform any of

the desired functions even if the central facility is

operational.

Applications which have a requirement for remote access to'

,23



a single database or to a4Cg-le piece of.equipment are amenable

to a.star, ,centralized design. Access to a common database makes

rie star structure particularly appropriate for shar.ed cataloging

applicatiOns, and OCLC and other cataloging.utilities typically

are set up as itar structures. Statewide networks are likely to

incorporate at least some aspects of star networks in order to

facilitate the sharing of resources,through aistatewide

bibliographic database. Such a database cin be stored and

maintained at a central location without the expense,,of storing

and maintaining it at each node.

Ring

The ring design, often seen in a small or local network,

typicaXly links nodes that have some processing.and storage

capabilities of their own. Communications are more limited than

in other networks, since'each node can communicate' with only two

other nodes.. This design has the advantage of a simple

communications protocol; messages that are not addressed to a

node are simply relayed to the next node. Similarly, the

communications facilities requirements are relatiyely

with two-way links (and poisibly even one-way links) between

adjacent noges.

the design has an analog in the local interlibrary loan

networks which pass an ILL fequest to the next library in a ring.

The receiving library fills,the request if possible; if not, it

passes the request on to ihe next libriry in the predetermine.d

sequence.

The disadvantage of the design is the inflaxibility and

24
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,

,

inherent limitations of the procedures and communications. The

simplicity"of the design and procedures means that for networks

consisting of more than three nodes, a node can only communicate

wath some nodes through other nodes, who serve to relay the

messagesl

Bus/Distributed ,

A distributed network is characterized by each node having

significant capabilities for information 'processing and stora.ge.

Such nodes freqgently are joined throu-gh a common data
. ,

communications link, or bus. This reduces' the communications

link requirement but requires that only one ngde transmit at a

time unless a broadband, frequency-multiplexed design is used.

Different procedures ,can be useeto avoid simultaneous

transmissions. If one of the nodes represents a more powerful
e

shared processor, it 4tlay be set up to poll the other nodes and
,

signal one of them to transmit when it is ready.. Different
t

methods are Ja_s_e_d _vdmn_ther.is_n_o hierarchvam_ong_the nodes, but

a typical approach is the procedure used by-DIX/Ethernet, the bus

communications standard proposed by` Digital Equ'ipment

.(manufacturers of minicomputers), Intel (integrated electronic

chip and microcomputer manufacturers), and Xerox (the copier

firm, now offering office automation systems as well as

cOmputers). Each node .wlistens" when it begins transmitting. If

it detects a simultaneous transmission, it-falong with the other
4,

transmitting node) stops and waits for a_random interval;before

/attempting to transtit agai-n.: - .4

4o

The bus structure reduces the cOst of communications links
,

and permits each. mode to communicate with every sther node. It
.,

)
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requires that all nodes use competible communications protocols.

It is a particularly useful structure for local netwoeks and can

be used in a hierarchical structure with several nodes sharing a

single resource.

tar/Distributed

The _star communications deiign, used with a distributed

processing network approach, has advantages for state networks.

Use of'a central node facilitates the creation and maintenance pf

a statewide bibliographic database without the cost of storage of

the complete database at each individual node. In addition, the

-central node can be used to relay messages between other nodes',

thus reducing communications costs. By having storage and

processing dapabiIities at each node, the'local library (or

library cluster) can maintain a lode]. (area) catalog and perform

functions such as circulation without communicating with the

central node.

Summary

The economics of the dittributed system design are improving

with repent technology trends. Large scele integrated circuit

technology has progressed rapidly over the past deCade, reducing

the coses.Pf digital memory and logic circuitry. As these costs

drop, additional applications of micrOcomputers are feasible,

leading tO technical advances and economies of scale in

Peripheral equipment such as magnetic media storage (particularly

disk storage devices). Consequently, although some argue that

the economics still favor completely centralized prodessing, ,the
,

distributed aPproach costs are at least Competitive. The choice

26
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of.structures dePends on the functIons to be performed, the

ekisting resources, and the preferences,of the participants.

It is impossible to predict at this.point what configuration

of networks*will resulf from these technological trinds and

.developments. It is clear, however, that na:tworks will use these
,

new capabilities just as "they Used technolos4ical capabilities ten

years ago. From a technological point of view it is most likely

that networks-Nill begin to exhibit the divprsiti- presented'

above.

NETWORKS

As-computer based networks; have grown in scope ,and

sophistication the n4ed to distinguish among various types of

networks has arisen. For purposes of clarity the term "network!!

will continue to be used as defined earlier to mean the whole

range of computer and communications based systems. "Information

utility" will be used to describe those networks such ds OCLC
_

which provide onlineservic. The term "service center" will be

used for those networks such as SOLINET and NELINET which provide

cooperative services to member libraries, but albo broker the
w

services of.the infoimation, utilities.

Information Utilities

At the present time there Are four major information

utilities in operation:, OCLC,Inc. (formerly the Ohio College

Library Center), Research.Libraries Information Network (RUN),

the University of Toronto Library Automation System mmuo, and

the Washington Library Network (WLN). Since most large and

medium size libraries purchase services from one or more of these

4
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1

utilities thei4are basic both to networking activities and to

library services in generalv The preceding chapter outlined the

history and development of these networks. The following tectiori

ssummaiizez information about the size and scope of each,

functions performed, Source of funding, management and governance

structure,.and major issues. A subsequent section van examine
4

the 4egree of cooperation and competition among the utilities arid

assess the relationships between them-and the service centers.

OCLC

Founded in 1967, OCLC,Inc. is the oldest and largest of the

automated library networks. 'it began online operation in 1971

and now provides service to over 2500 libraries of every type

located throughout the country. Its shared cataloging system

originated with MARC tapes but permits member libraries to add

bibliographic records of materials not found on the tapes. Since

'its inception over six million recor s have been added in this

aSbion- mákin-g OCLC database _the argest _available fram any

of the utilities. .In the area of catalog 'card production the

system has grown from 5000.cards per week in 1971 to 2.5 million

cards per week in 1980. (Martin, 1981)

In audition to providing shared cataloging and card
%

, production services, OCLC is working.to develop new services. An

interlibrary loan capability is now available, acquisitions and

serials contrO1 are now being'tested, arid a union list is being

developed. The use Of videodisk for storage is being explored

and experiment's in direct delivery of information to the

N\ individual user have taken place in the Channel 2000 project in

Columbus. OC;,C recentlY strengthened its research and
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development functions by dividing the Research and DevelopmeAt

Division. Now the Development Division concentrates on new

products and services while the Office of Planning and Research

focuses on overall planning. (Robinson, 1980)

The primary sources of revenue for OCLC are fees for

services paid by member libraries from their operating budgets;

Total revenues for fisdal 1980 were $27 million, This represents

average receipts frcrirl a.11 users 6f $12,000 per year.

Construction of its new building was financed by the sale of

bonds, and some special development projects (such as the now

defunct CONSER project) are underwritten by foundations.

OCLC has always been an.Ohio nonprofit corporation. Until

1977 its membership was limited to participating Ohio llbraries

which eleCted the Board of Trustee's and had the power to amend

'the Articles and Code of,Regulations. After OCLC changed its

\ organizational and governance status to become OCLC,Inc.
_ - -

membership was opened up to participating libraries across the

dountry. The Board of Trustees was expanded from nine to fifteen

with six elected by a Users' Council. While the Board has sole

power -to initiate amendments'to the code and articles, any

changes, must be ratified by the Users' Council whose members are

elected by member libraries. (Carlile, 1980)

Issues confronting OCLC may be divided,into three groups:

1) those characteristics of the system which provide an opening

wedge for competitors, 2) trends in technology and other changes

that effect the operation of .all.information utilities, and.3)

the relationships between-OCLC and state and regional networks.

* .
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The quality of the database has been pa'rticularly

troublesome. OCT.;C has' taken.the melting pot approach and some

members have complained about the lack of aiithority oontrol. It

is this characteristic th,at,led to the establishment of RLIN.

Poor response time and the failure to deliver additional services

as promised have caused some libraries to quesion the

advisability Of maintaining a single central computer system at a

remote location. -Replication of the system at other sites is

being examined both w1pthin4OCLC and outside of it. This has

brought increasing atterition to WLN and its software.

Recent conflict concerning ownership of machine-readable

data and the aborted attempt on the part of SOLINET to use WLN

software in conjunction with the'OCLC database have focused

attention on the relationships between OCLC and service centers.

4 This is an.issue that goes far beyond OCLC in its ultimate

impact, but since OCLC is the largest utility it is more involved

than-ths-other utilities in these-evolving relationships.

mak

Unlike OCLC, RLIN servea a limited group of libraries. RLIN

was formed,in 1978 by the Research Libraries.Group (RLG) to

provide major rtearch libraries with a high degree of authority.

;.
control in the database. Ail of RLIN's twenty-six full member

libraries are also.memliers of-the Association of Research

Libraries.

Although it is restricted in membership RJJ'IN provides a

broader and mote sophisticated range of services than OCLC. Its

searching capability is especially powerful and- so-ftware

facilities are considered to be its strongest features. (Martin,
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1980) In addition to providing cataloging support it provides

software,for acquisitions, fund accounting, and serial control.

Moreover it his cooperative programs, in the areas of

preservation, shared collection development and management, and

shared resources among the research libraries. (Robinson, 1980)

Like OCLC, RLG,is a nonprofit corporation. Unlike OCLC,

however, fts members are its owners. RLIN has never been belf-

supporting. Ta date it has relied on massive grants from

foundations to stay afloat. In 1979 a study indicated that RI4G

re quired 25-30 mem bers to achieve, financial stability. In view

of the restrictions RLG places on membership and the fact that

mAny current and potential members Are affiliated with qther

networks it is unclear whether or not RLIN can achieve financial

independence.

The primary issue for RLIN is survival. The question is

whether RLIN can ,retain its present membership and attract enough
--

additional members.to aahieve financial stabtility Without
s4

sacrificing the quality of its database. Other issues of concern

to RLIN have to do with relationships with OCLC and WLN.. Several

,cooperative projects have been proposed, but so far none have

.materialized,

WLN

/
While RLIN res*tricts.full membership to ARL libraries, WLN

restricts online service to libraries located in the Pacific

Northwest. At the present-time 21 public libraries, 39 'academic

libraried, three_ state libriries, and two others are members of,

WLN. The database is smaller, with only 1.5'million records, but



authority control is unusually good and provides more upiform

records. .In aadition, WLN offeri more system features than other

utilities. These include online cataloging with Subject access,

an acquisitions subsystem with fund ,accounting, and a

minicomputer-based circulation system that can be linked to the

other, WLN subsystems. WLN plans to enhance existing systems by

adding refinements such as extended automatic checkins of

authorities and book ordering and invoicingyia magnetic tape.

Three additional subsystems that are under development or in

design are: detailed holdings, interlibrary loan, and serials

control.

Instead of competing with OCLC in the development and

maintenance of a nationwide database, WLN has Chosen to invest in

the development of transportable software systems.. Thus the

system is unlikely to suffer from the overload problems which

characterize OCLC, and widespread adoption of,the software could

Ca lly chang e_the_nature_af ket w or kin g_a way f r_g_01 _t_be_CLCLEC_ .

model. Already WLN software has been purchased for use by,the

National Library,of Australia, and SOLINET has signed axontract'

with WLN to adapt its software to Burroughs equipment and test it

in the Southeast.

Since WLN is affiliated with the Washington State Library

and is headquartered there it is subject to more government

regulations than 'other syStems. At the same time it has received

more government support for system developmept. Like other

utilities, operations are supported by fees for service,which are

considered high in comparison tO other utilities. These higher
0

fees are necessary to provide the additional features and

T
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increased quality tontrol.

WLN has been called 'the ideal networking system." (Martin,

1981) Neverthelessit faces selieral issues. One is the cost.
0

As attractive as the features and quality control are, it is

apclear to what extent libraries are :illing to pay for them.

The governance structure is another concern. Control by the

state of Washington may hamper distribution of the system. The

overriding issue, however., is really beyond a simple

consideration of WLN. Networks are rapidly approaching a point

at which deceritralized sYstems are economically feasible.

Minicomputers and microcomputers are prevalent and powerful,

telecommunications costs are rising, and the need to move toward

document delivery systems is apparent. These trends may move

libraries toward Use of WLN software.-

UTDAS

Although UTLAS is almost as old as OCLC; it is not well

known in the United gtates. It serves over 200 libraries

throughout Canada with a database,of over 5 million record's which

originate primarily from MARC and the University of Toronto. The

goal of UTLAS is an integrated library system with a wide range

of services. A minicomputer circulation system which interfaces

'with the master bVbliographic file in Toronto is already

available', -the system includes an acquisitions and process

control module, and a serials,management system is being

developed. ,In addition, users may contract for microform or book

catalogs as well as cards.

UTLAS claims ho ownership of the bibliographic database, and

3,3
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each user own its own information. This creates confusion in
,e

pricing because each library'may assess a royaitY when As

records are used. This factor and an unstable basic-pricing

structure make annual costs unpredictable.

Issues confronting UTLAS include some apparent unhappiness

on the part of some users with the manage4ent and governance

structure, and the awkward pricing structure referred to above.

Although UTLAS is,primarily Canadian, information is presented

here because it is moving into the United States and it is likely

to have some impact on other systems.

Service Centers

The most familiar type of network is the state and

multistate"service center." The first of these networks grew

from existing cooperatives such as Five Area University Libraries

(FAUL) and the New England Library Information Network (NELINET).

Most, h`?wever, have been formed in the last decade in response to

the grow-ing-need for resouroe sharing. -Mese -organizations

typically do not possess their, own computer resources but broker

those of an information utilityc generally OCLC. They also

provide a variety of other services to member libraries. These

services may include: reference assistance, interlibrary delivery

of materials, consulting, continuing education, reciprocal

borrowing coordinated acquisitions, and preservatiOn programs.

There is tremendous diversity among these seivice centers in
k

services offered, ,geographic range, source and level of funding,

and governance structure.

Although grouped together for purposes of discussion, state

and multi-state networks have some differences which are becoming

34
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increasingly important. First, multi-state netviorks tend to

Provide fewer services than state based networks which are more

active in document deliverY, cooperative acquisitions and other

services whiáh flow from geographic proximlty. Secbnd, state

llsed metWarks have a stronger commitment to.including all types

of fibraries in their service programs? while regional centers

, concentrate on 'high volume libraries.* Third, there appear to be

significant differences in legal structures and sources of

financial support: Most Multi-state networks have adopted the

nonprofit corporation bodel, while state efforts are generally
4

affiliated in some Way. with the state library agency.. Thug,
-

multi-state networks receive most of their support from uger

fees, as do the utilities. State networks, on the other hand,

, receive a greeter amount of governmental support. (Rush, 1981)

Because service centers have developed independently in

response to local needs, there is considerable geographic overlap

with state and multi-state networks frequently competing with

each other to serve libraries in a given location. While the

geographic pattern o network operation appears relatively stable

at"this moment (see Figure 2), it is unlikely that the situation

will remain stable. The recent emergence of new state networks

suggests that there may be a move in the direction of increased

localization. The impact of suCh a development on regional

networks is unclear.

The complexity of network development is further refYected

in the variety offunding sources. In 1979/1980 approximately
P

$10,000,000 was spent in support of state and multi-state network
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activities and over $40,000,000 was funneled through them to

iyitional information utilities. Most of the operating reyenue is

derived from membership fees, ,and'fees for services, but external
4 ,

1.funding is required for research and development. Some networks

receive addieional onies from state funds, or from federal funds

administered by the state. Other-networks have.received grants

directly from the federal government and from foundations. These

funding-sources and their impact on network development will be

explored in greater detail in a later chapter.

At the present time 21 sfate and multi-state service centers

serve over 2,5.00 libraries. The following chart Hits the

approximate percentage of total libraries serveelpy, type of

library:
C.

Type of Library Percent Served

1:1!'College and University Libraries 61%

Public Libraries 15%

Special Libraries (not for profit) 7%

Special Libraries (for profit) 3%

State Government Libraries 1%

Federal Government Libraries 12%

School Libraries 0.7%

Library Schools 0.7%
(Source: Rush, 1981)

Other characteristics of state and multi-state service

centers may be found in Table I. Although they do not appearon

the chart at least half a dozen states are exploring the

feagibility of establishing state networks. Should these state

organizations degikle to do their own brokering, regional networks

37
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Table 1. Service Centers/Networks- (Sourcel Robinson, 1980, and Me'rtin, 1981)

Full name and
Abbreviation Headquarters Location

No. of
States
Served States Covered

No. of
Member

Libraries Remarks

AMIGOS

. SCR

CAPCON

CCLC

43

AMIGOS Bibliographic

Bibliographical Center
for Research, Denver,
Coloradq .

Capital Consortium
tIetwork originating
out of the Consortium
of Universities,
Washington, D.c.

Cooperative College 11
Library Center,
Atlanta, Georgia

7 Arizona, Arkansas,
New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas

8 Colorado, Idaho,
Iowa, Kansas,
Montana, South
Dakota, Utah,
Wyoming (1 member
in Virginia)

3 District of
Columbia, Maryland,
and Virginia

" Alabama, Arizona,
Gedrgiat Louisana,
Missippi, North

\Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia.
(2 members,in
Puerto Rico)

171 Soon to come online,
Universidad Ibero americano,
Mexico City. AMIGOS offers,
in, addition to OCLC training
and consultation,
retrospective conversion,
processing of magnetic tapes,
and consulting for Latin
American libraries.

126 BCR offers the usual OCLC
services and also supports
a regional union catalog
union catalognd information
retrieval seSvices. One of
,two service centers having a
formal relattonship with
RLIN.

42
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38 CCLC is a network that is
unlike other OCLC-affiliated
networks in that all of the
processing for member
libraries is done in the
network office; none of the
libraries has its own
terminals.
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Table 1. Service Centers/Networks (cont.) (.4

CLASS

FAUL

FEDLINK

ILLINET

INCOLSA

California Library
Authority for Systems
and Services

.75

Five Associated.
University Libraries,
Syracuse, New York

Federal Library and
Infotmation .

Network, operating
out of the Federal
Library Committee,
Washington, D.C.

ILLINET Biblio-
graphic Data Base
Service, Springfield,
Illinois,

Indiana Cooperative
Library Services
Authority,
Indianapolis, Indiana

2 California 'and
Nevada

1 New York

a

41 and FEDLINK is not
District in: Connecticut,

of Delaware, Hawaii,
Columbia ICiwa, Maine, New

Hampshire, Vermont,
South Dakota,
Wyoming

1 Illinois

. 1 Indiana

278 Primarily a átate network,
brokers both' OCLC and RLIN

services. Also provides
online reference services
and assists librariee with
with use of microcomputers.

38

250 All are federal libraries and
.vary in size Crom the Library
of Congress to some very
small Department of the
Interioi libraries. Many )

FEDLINK members access OCLC
Ehrough dial access terminals
rather than through the OCLC
model.

143 ILLINET members,are very
active in interlibrary loan
loan and the ILLINET Use4s,
Group is an effective--faum
for channeling rdember
concerns through the network
office to OCLC.

85 INCOLSA's OCLC libraries are
involved in building an
online Indiana Unibn List of
SeriAls which will
eventually be part of ocws
Union-List.
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Table 1. Service Centers/Networks (cont.)

MIDLNET Midwest Region 3 Iowa, Michigan,
. Library Network, Missouri
-Green Bay, Wisconsin

MINITEX

ue

, MLC

NEBASE

NELINET,
Inc.

OCLC
Western

Minnesota Interlibrary
_Telecommunication

, Exchan9er.Minneapolis,
- Minnesota ,

Michigan Library
Cimsortium, Detroit,
Michigan

,Nebraska Library
Consortium

NELINET, Inc. (formerly
the New England Library
Information Network),
Newton, Massachusetts

OCLC Western Servi e
Center, Claremont,
California

\,

3 Minnesota, North
Dakota, South
Dakota

1 Michigan

Nebraska

,r^^

6 Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New
Hathpshire, Rhode
Island, Vermont

30 While MIDLNET's network
headquarters office is
located in Green Bay, it has
no Wisconsin members and OCLC
coordination is done from the
St. ,Louis office.

76 MINITEX coordinates OCLC
services for its libraries
.and supports the.Minnesota
Union4iist of.Serials which
has become part of the bCLC
database.

66

18

163 NELINET was part of the New
England Board of higher
Education. Now a seperate
organization it offers OCLC
suppot services and plans to
provide additional. service&
with NELINET's own computer
system.

An administrative arm of
OCLC, Inc.

4 talifornia, Hawaii, 122
Oregon, Washington
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Table 1. Service Centers/Networks. (cont.)

OHIONET OHIONET, Columbus,
Ohio'

PALINET
I.

PRLC

SOLINET

49

Pennsylvania Area
Libr&ry Network,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania_.

Pittsburgh Regional
Library Center,
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Southeastern Library-
Network, Atlanta, GA

1 Ohio 153

Delaware, District 141
of Columbia,
Maryland, New Jersey,
Eastern Pennsylvania

3 Maryland, Western
Pennsylvania, ,

Virginia

OHIONET is both OCLC's
oldest and newest network.
The 153 Ohio member libraries
belonged to ogrx directly,
until a governance change in
1977 at OCLC required that
the Ohio members be repre-
sented as other OCLC libra-
ries are, through regional
network affiliation.

1
In adtption to providing OCLC
support services, this
network offers a magnetic
tape ffianagement program and a
union catalog service.

56 Besides OCLC services, PRLC's
Clearinghouse offers location
services based on several
catalogs, the OCLC terminal,
and soon RLIN.

10 Alabama, Florida, 277
Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Missippi,
Oiorth Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee,
Virginia

SOLINET is the largest and
most advanced OCLC network. 1

It has Burroughs computer
equipment and recently
purchased WLN software.
SOLINET members are able to
obtain COM catalogs through
the network and look forward
to an online library network
based on member libraries'.
OCLC tapes.
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Table 1. Service Centers/Networks (cont.)

SUNY

wix

State University at 1 New York 168 SUNY's OCLC members also
New York/OCLC Network, participate in SONAC, an
Albany, New York advisory cammittee, and can

sub:scribe to a collection
development analysis service
that SUNY proVides to any

0 library with OCLC archive
Wes.

Wisconsin Library.
Consortium, Madison,
Wisconsin

1 Wisconsin 52 The network is affiliated
with WILS (Wisconsin Inter-
library Loan Service) and as
such provides support
services for OCLC libraries
in cataloging, interlibrary.
loans, and other OCLC
endeavors.

66.
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may find themselves without a clearly discernable role. On the

other hand, regional networks themselves are growing in power and

may very well compete with,the utirities in ihe near future.

ISSUES

Networks hav evolved from organizations established

primarily to increase library productivity to systems of

b'ibliographic control and resource sharing. As they develop

further, increasing attention is focused on the document delivery

capability of networks. These evolutionary trends coupled with

technological change which provides storage and retrieval

capabilities at the state or regional level may markedly change

the nature of library networks. Thus the most critical s-et of

issues are those that have to do with the roles of information

utilities, state and regional service centers and the

interrelationships among them and between them and other

stakeholders. The question which is basic to this set of issues

is the degree.of centralization or decentralization that is

esirable as the networking functions change.

Flowing from this enunciation ol purpose there are four

majur issue clusters: research and development, governance and

finance, management, and planning and policy making. Some of the

questions involved in research and development are: Who does it?

Who pays for it? To what extent is it shared? Governance and

finance questions include: What are the characteristics of an

ideal governance structure? Do they vary with the type of

"networ.k? To wh.at extent should services be subsidized?

Management issues include not only the familiar questions about

43-
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allocation of resources, but also involve the degree to which a

network can be expected, to cooperate with another in,a

competitive environment. Finally planning and policy making is'

perhaps the stickiest area of inquiry. The most critical issues

here have to do with the settimg of stahdards, the desirability

of a *national library network," and the appropriate agency or

agencies for coordination national planning efforts.

CONCLUSION

f 4 This chapter has described the current status of library

network development and has outlined some of the most critical

issues. The following chapter will describe the federal sector

and and -examine the current role of concerned agencies.

Subsequent chapters will examine the clusters Of issues outlined

above from the federal perspective. The central, overarching

issue from which a34 the others flow, however, is how and to what

extent should th,e federal government.opertlocipate in library

networlc development.

44
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CHAPTER 3

.".THE FEDERAL SECTOR

The Federal government may be describea as a giant

infoiaation processing machine. It'is the largest'information

producer and distributor in tile countryl-has regulatory authority

over communications systems necessary for the distribution of
/.

information, and is responsible for the set-ting of information

policy, ,however one defines that elusive term. The purpose of

ihis paper, however, is not to describe all of the information

related activities of the \Feaeral governmenl, but to look quite

specificalay at the federal role in library networking. Thus,'

Some large and important agencies such 'a,,s the Federal

,cotaunication,s Commission (FCC), The National Technical

Informatioh Service (NMES), the National Telecommunications and

Information Admihistration (NTIA), the Smithsonian Science_

Infort#tion Exchange JSSIE), and the Institute for Computer

Sciences and Technology (ICST) will be omitteefrom the
j

discussion.

While previous chapters have described the history of.

network -development and the current 'status of library, networks,

this chapter will look at networking from the perspective of the

various Federal agencies which have been inVolved in these

efforts. As noted earlier, most networking issues may be grouped

--into four issue clusters: researCh and development, governance
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.and finance, oribtation and management, and planning and policy

making. Subst'quent chapters will examine the federal role in

eackof these issue areas. The following sections, however,

describt each of the agencies that have ah interest and a role in

`:. ,

the developmentof library networks. These agencies are: Library

of Congress, National Commission on Libraries and Information

Science, National Science Foundation, National Library of

Medicine, National Agricultural Library, Federal Libiary

Committee, Office of Libraries-and Learning Technologies, and the

National Endowment for the Humanities.

LIBRARY.OF CONGRESS

The role of tht Librari of Congreis (LC) has always been

ambiguous. Most Members of_Congress feel that the library ought

,to be just what Ats name implies, the Congressional Library.

Members of the library profession on'the.bther hand feel that LC

ought to function as Our national.library. The fact:of the

matter is that the Library of Congress is neither authorized not

funded to function as a national library. At the same:time, the

sheer size of its collection (which afTroaches SO million items

including books, manuscripts, periodicals, pimphlets, and other

'materials) and the universal impace of its Activities place$ it

in a unique and very powerful position. ,

Traditionally the Library of Congress has recognized its

implicit national responsibilities even as it has been careful

not to overstep its legislated authority. National activities

extend back to the beginning of the century when LC began

producing and distributing catalog cards. They continued with
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the development of the Library of Congress book catalog and the

National Union Catalog. They, laid the groundwork for the

development of librar networking activities by developing
,

MachineReadableCataloging .(MARC) and making it available to

those wishing it..

The approach over the years has been consistent, however.

LC develops the tools itneeds and then Makes them available tO

others, thereby piDviding a de facto standard and point of

departure without imposing a central atithority or predetermined

structure. Using this approach LC has had a massive influence on

the development of library_ne'tworks. No other Federal agency has

had so much power, or used it so cautiously.

Both defenders and detractors feel that the current range of

networking activities is a direct result of the non

interventionist'position taken by the Library of Congress after

the introduction of MARC. Those who feel that greater

centralization of efforts is desirable see this as a shirking of

responsibility-while those who feel that diversity and

competition are more significant applaud IC's position.

Although the Library of Congress has been reluctant to

assume the central role in tile establishment of a "national

library network," it has concerned,itself with nationwide network

development and has supported coordination e'fforts. In 1976 a

Network Advisory Committee (NAC) to LC's Network Development

Office was formed. Composed of representatives of networks

throughout the country, NAC was originally formed to explore

cooperative efforts among netWorks. With funding from the

. 47
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Council on Library Resources, (CLR), NAC met and worked for more

than a year io "identify those issues and pibblems which must be

resolved before the bibliographic component of a national network

can be established." (Martin, 1981)

,In 1977 NAC issued a report,which.addressed a number of

issues including:

,

1

o the goals, assumptions and objectives behind the

library bibliographic component of the national

network;

the role of the Library of Congress in the evolving

network;,

o tasks which should be performed.initially in the

developing network; and

o the role of,authority control of bibliographic records.

(Martin,.1981)

The report concluded that authority control and the

establishment of standards are difficult but essenti41 issues,

that research and development is required to determine'the most

effective and efficient approaches to the resolution of numerous

'issues, ind that developmental funding would be required to

proceed with further planning and implementation.
-

A Management Committee was subsequently established to

provide overall guidance and direction to program develoPment. A

Program Commitee was also appointed to assist in the definition
,

of plans and projects. In 'November. 1978 a joint meeting of the

Management and Program Committeeswas called. The results of'

thii meeting were:

1) Identification of,three basic, intertelated areas for
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rther activity:

o. des,ign, implementation,,and evaluation of a system

linking the bibliographic utilities

o dietermination of which databases would be made

available and level of completeness of their

records

o design and implementation of a nationwide authority

system

2)- Expressed need for economic assessment and justification

for each project undertaken. (Avram, 1980)

In spite of the avowed intent to cooperate, subsequent

studies and numerous meetings of members of the Bibliographic

Services Development Program (BSDP) and the'Network Advisory

Committee and its siibcommittees,have failed to yield a viable

plan of cooperation. As one author who has been intimately

involved in these efforts notes "In spite of these efforts at

coordinating networking activities nationwide, there appears at

this.time to be a polittcally and economically disjointed library

networking community." (AVram, 1980)

Other efforts undertaken by the Library of Congress to

promote cooperative networking activities include the COMARC

(Cooperative MARC) project and CONSER (CONversion of SERials).

COMARC, an attempt to employ cooperative efforts from.Nseveral

libraries for the retrospective conversion of LC records was

abandoned in 1978 for lack of funding, and inadequate

productivity. CONSER, an attempt ta amass a database of serials

records, was funded by CLR and required.the cooperative efforts
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of LC and OCLC. Initial\plans provided for the transfer of
...

. . ,

CONSER to the Library of Congress in 1977. This has not occurred

and the, system is currently supported by OCLC:

In its role as a de facto national library, the Library of

Congreqs has joined with the other national libraries, the

National Library of Medicine and the National Agricultural

Library, in a series of meetings to- increase cooperation and

resolve differences in procedures. Some topics which have been

diicussed include cooperation in building an on-line name

authority file, cooperative.acguisitions, and 'cataloging.

The Library of Congress appears to be strongest in the areas
_

of technical design and file building. It engages in research

and development at the most basic level and establishes standards

simply by virtue of the size of its database. Its attempts to

assist in coordination have been only moderately successful.

They continue, however, and provide at least one forum for debate

and discussion. The Library of Congress is clearly not

interested in managing a national library network.- That fact was
..

'abundantly clear during the discussions concerning a National

Periodicals Center. Nor does LC wish to provide leadership in
-

t.he areas of planning and policy making that go beyond the

immediate concerns of the Library of Congress.

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

While the Library of Congress, as a creature 'of Congress,

is constrained in its national planning and policy making
_

activities, the National Commission on Libraries and Information

Science (NCLIS) is mandated to perform these tasks. Established
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through Public Law 91-345 in 1970 the Commission has "the primary

responsibility for developing or recommending overall plans for,

and advising the appropriate governments and agencies on, the

policy....that library and information services adequate to meet

the needs of the people of the United States are essential to

achieve national goals and to utilize most effectively the

Nation's educational resources and that the Federal Government

will cooperate. with State and local governments and public and

private agencies in assuring optimum provision of such services."

(P.L. 91-345)

To achieve this NCLIS is authorized to:

1) advise the President and the Congress on the

implementation of national policy;

2) conduct studies, surveys, and analyses of the library and

informational needs of the Nation, and the means by

which these needs may be met;

3) appraise the adequacies and deficiencies of cuttent

library and infbrmation resources and services and

evaluate trie effectiveness of current library and

information science programs;
- t

4) develop overall plans for meeting natiOnal library and

informational needs and for the coordination of

activities at the Federal, State and local levels;

5) be authorized to advise Federal, State, local, and

private agencies regarding library and information

sciences;

6) promote research and deVelopment activities;

7) submit to the ptesident and, the Congress a report on its



activities during the preceding fiscal year, and

8) make-and publish such additional reports as it deems to

be necessary.

Given such a broad mandate the Commission has conducted

hearings, estabLished task forces, and produced numerous reports

concerning various aspects of nationwide networking. Most

notable is the Commisiion'S program docUment, Toward a gational

Program for Library and Information Services: Goals for Action,

which was publislied in 1975 after an extended series of public

hearings. According to °the document major Federal

respohsibilities are to:

1) Encourage and proiulgate standards, including standards

(or: computer software, access and.security protocols,

'data elements and codes; bibliographic 'formats, film',

computer tapes and sound recordings; literary texts'in

machine-readable form; and reprography and

micrographics.

2) Make unique and major resource collebtions available

naticnwide by providing incremental funding to

institutions with diiique resources of 'national.

significance such as Harvard University Libraries and

tht New York Public Libraty.

3) Develop centralized services for networking. Examples

include: a national audiovi$ual repository, a national

system of interlibrary communicatidn, a national

depository for the preservation of microform masters,

,and a national periodical bank.
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4) Explorev'tomputer use.

5) Apply new forms of telecommunications.

6)- Support research and development.

7) Foster cooperation with similar national and

international programs.

The Commission document also recommends increased

responsibilities for the Library of Congress whh include: 1)

expansion of its lending function to that of a National Lending

Library of final resort; 2) expansion of coverage under the

National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging; 3) expansion of

Machine-Readable CAtaloging (MARC); 4) the on-line distribution

of the bibliographic 6ata base to the various nodes ,of-the

national network; 5) an augmented reference service to support

the national system for bibliographic service; 6) operation of a

coMprehensive National Serials Service; 7) establishment of a

technical servi.ces center to provide training in, and information

about, Library of Congress techniques and processes, with

emphasis on automation/ 8) development of improved access to

state and local government publications; and 9) further

impleientation of the National Program to preserve physically

deteriorating library materials.

Clearly, many of these recommendations would require special

legislation and additional funding. Moreover, in some instances

either political or technological developments occurring in the

intervening years have rendered the recommendation meaningless.

Nevertheless, the basic thrust of the document with its emphasis

on centralized federal responsibility and coordination of

networks continues.
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The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

is a small organization with minimum funding and maximum

visibility. It can not provide financial assistance like the

Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies, it.can not conduct

research and development like the Library of Congress, and it

doesn't actually produce databases like the National Library of

Medicine. Its job is planning and policy making, a job which can

be accomplished only through negotiation and consensus building.

1

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) operates what many

feel is a model library network. Officially designated as a

national library, NLM serves as the country's chief medical

information source. It is authorized "to provide medical library

services and on-line bibliographic searching capabilities, such

as MEDLINE and TOXLINE, to public and private agencies and

organizations, institutions, and individuali. It is responsible

for the development and Management of a Biomedical Communications

Network, applying advanced technology to the improvement of bio-

medical communications, and operates a computer-based toxicology

information system for the scientific commianity, industry, and

other Federal agencies." ( United States Government Manual 1980-

1981)

NLM has long been a leader in' resource sharing and

networking activities. Index Medicus,the Library's monthly

publication of referenced t °medical jouinals, wai initiated

in 1879 and its Medical Lit rature Analysis and Retrieval,System
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(MEDLARS), a computer-based bibliographic system, became

otlerational in 1964.

MEDLARS II now serves over 1000 institutions, over 350 of

which are hospitals and health-care institutions. It provides

access to over 20 databases, but the bulk of the searches are

done on MEDLINE (MEDLARS on-line). Plans are now underway to

develop MEDLARS III which is intended to "improve, extend, and w

integrate both the LibTary's. internal operations (such as_

technical processing of books and.journals) and its external

network services. In this latter category,.MEDLARS III will

provide new capabilities to assist the hation's health science

libraries in the creatidn of bibliographic recovis, retrieval of

bibliographic and text information, access to national holdings

and location information, and ordering and delivery of

documents." (Banks, 1980) .

In dddition ta the activities described above, the National

Library of Medicine administers gran'ts under the Medical Library

Assistance Act for a variety of programs. These include:

improving biomedical library resources; research in.information

sciences related to. health;. 'training to integrate clinical

practice, health research, and education with appropriate

computerized techniques; and support of biomedical scientific

publications.

Through its Regional Medical LibraTy (RML) Program, NLM

coordinates a nationwide network of 11 Regional Medical Libraries

and over 100 Resource Libraries. In addition NLM supports'.

library consortia which consist of cooperating health

institutibns in large geographic areas. Tthe entire Regional
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Medical Library network generates an estimated 2' million

:interlibrary loan tiansactions each year.

The National Library of Medicine provides a highly-

specialized set of services ta a specific clientele. In so doing

it engages in Teeearch and development, it provides external

funding and even a networking structure, it operates iet own

network, and by doing all of the above has led the way in

planning and policy making. *Although NLM is slightly outside of

the more general library networking activities which are the

subject of the bulk of this 'report, its influence can not be

underestimated. Perhaps its most outstanding contribution is.as

a model. NLM has shown the library community that "it can be

'done."

.4

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

Not as well known as the National Library of Medicine, the

National Agricultural Library (NAL) is our country's second

official national library. Like,NLM, NAL has developed a family

of databases. Agriculture On-Line Access (AGRICOLA) was

established in 1973 is now available commercially through on-line

vendors.

The National Agricultural Library also coordinates the

Regional Document Delivery System, a cooperative effort with

land-i-grant libraries instituted to ensure delivery of information

to USDA field personnel.

These and other networking activities.make the National

Agricultural Library an important agency in library networking.

To datp, however, Its primary accomplishments have been within
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the Department of Agriculture environment. ,External activities

of most significance to networking are the cooperative efforts

alluded to earlier with the Library of Congress and the National

Library of Medicine.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an independent

agency of the federal government established by Congress in 1950

to promote-the progress of science through the support of

research and education in the sciences. From 1.958 to 1978 NSF

supported activities concerning the transfer of scientific

information through the Office of Science Information Service.

In 1978 responsibility for the dissemination of sdientific

information was returned to the research divisions for the

specific disciplines supported by NSF and a new division was

Created to support programs concerped with the memer g new

science," information science. This new division, the Division

of Information Science and- Technology (DIST) was locatec the

Directorate for Scientieic, TechnolOgical, and International

Affairs. .In 1981,NSF was reorganized and DIST was refocated'in

the Directorate for Biological, Behavioral, and'Sociil Sciences.

Through this Division the National Science Fpundation

supports basid and applied research in information science and

technology in three related programs: Information Science,

Information Technology, and Information Imyact. Theie three

program areas replace the five more specifiq categories which had

}Seen used previously: itandards,and Measures, Strudture,of

Information, Behavioral Aspects of Information Transfer,
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-

InfOmetrics,-and Information 'Technology. At this date it is

still too early tO tell how the reassignment of DIST to the

.Directorate for B gical, Behavioral, and Social Sciences, and
,

V
0

the reorganization the.programwill,affect

In the past DIST has funaedi a number of studies that have

bearing on network development. Some exaMpl slincluAe: the

DIALIB study in.Caliiornia, the Fry/Islite work on scholarly

journals, the ANSI Z39 Committee, the_Northeast Academic Science ,

Information Center .in New England, the King4study on Library

Photocopying in the United States, ana a study of the EPonomica

of Information Transfer Using Resource Sharing Networks - Network.

Modeling, Simulation. \

According to the most recent Program Announcement, the goals-

of the'Foundation's Division of, Information Science and

Technology are:

o To increase understanding of the properties and

structure of information arO information trangfer.

o To contribute to the store of scientific and technical

knoWledge which.can be applied in the,design of
6

inforMation syatems.

TO improve understanding of the economic and other

'impacts of information science and technology.

The Information Science Program- "is. concerned with

increasing the fundamental knowledgelnedessary for understanding'

iriformation processes." This includes "measures, storage,

manipulation, retrievals coding, and interpretation." The,
4

Iriformation Technology Program "is concerned with research on the

_
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application of information science to the design of advanced

information systems." The purpose of the Information Impact

Program is "to gain a scientific understanding 'of the economic

,aspects of the production, distribution, add use of information,

and of the increasingly perv,asive impacts of the diverse

applications of advanced information technology."

It would appear -that studies concerning various aspects of'

network development might conceivably fit within one or more of

these program areas, but real NSF priorities are unclear. Tfiis

is partially a result of the general uncertainty that has plagued

liSF over the past year. Although fundind 'for DIST haS been

increased, funding -for the agency in general has been cut.

Projections for future years vary with,the individual doing the

projecting.

NSF is a funding agency. Its primary focus is'on science.

It ie not concerned with planning and policy making, network

mana4ement, Or direct fundind of networks. Its sole concern as

far as network development goes is to provide financial support

for research and develcipment activities. In the past its°

contributions have been useful, and have supported activities for

, which no other public support existed. The impact of NSF in the

future will depend on the amount of money appropriated to DIST

aLnd the interpretation of the new program goals.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIE'S

Another funding agency whose importance to. library

networking has grown with its budget is the National Endowment

for the Humanities (NEH). Created in 1965, NEH is, an independent
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Northwestern University. Most notable among recent grants has

been NEH's contribution to the Bibliographic Service Development

Program (BSDP) which was described briefly under the Library of

Congress section of this paper. In this effort, NEH joined With

the Council on Library Resources and other foundations to provide

$5 million in developmental funding. The goals of the program

are: "1). widespread availability of bibliographi& services, 2)

improvement of bibliographic products, and 3) control of the cost

of bibliograydhlcprocesses for libraries." (Avram, 1980)

Just as with the National Science Foundation, the future

tole of NEH in library networking will depend On fts continuing
A,

abity to fund important projects. NEH isinbt directly involved

in planning and policy making, nor does it provide networking

tservices. Its mission is to-provide the llars nee'aed for

reseavh, and development, and to a lesser eN, ent for operations.

In the past NEH has proven to be a valuable-resource and has

supported:some critical projects. It has also^shown itself

willing to join with other funding agencies to provide

cooperatiye support for large:undertakings. But the National

Endowment fpr the Humanities is only as strong as-its budget.-

OFFICE OF LIBRARIESSANDHLEARNING, TECHNOLOGIES

Of all the funding agencies, the one which is by far the

most significant in itS impact on library networking is the

Office of Libraries and Learning Tebhnologies (OLT) which is at

the present time located in the Office of Educational Research

and Improvement of the U.S. Department of Education. This agency

is charged with the..administration of major library legislation
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including the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) and

the Higher-Education Act (HEA), Titles II-A, II-B, and II-C.

In contrast to the funding agencies described above, monies
_

distributed through OLLT are categorical as well as

discretionary. That is, a distributional formula is used and

funding is provided to all libraries and library agencies that

qualifY. LSCA fundt are distributed in this fashion.

Di,scretionary grants,, on the other hand, are made on a

competitive basis. HEA Title II-B funds are discretionary.

Although LSCA and HEA grants arb administered differently

(see Chapter 4), three characterittics of f.SCA and HEA give OLLT

a great"deal of influence:

1) They provide the major portion of federal grants to
7

libraries.,

2) With the exception of HEAII-B, grants are distributed'

widely to libraries'throughout the country.

3) They incorporate legislative and regulitory requirements

which can effect changefar beyond the amount 'of money

involved.

Because ,the funding_ administered-througli th,e_ Office of
-

Libraries and Learning Technologies is 'o fundamental to)network

developmenat the grass roots level, aAfual discussion of the

impact of LSCA and REA will be found in the section on finance

issues. There is, however, persuasive evidence that Suggests_

that the bottom up development of networks can be traced direCtly'

to the requirements associated with these monies.

By providing support to the individual library, as opposed
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'to the network, LSCA and HEA grants have encouraged local

responsibility .in network development. Libraries are given
*

subsidies and cncentives are provided for them to use these

subsidies for resource sharing; The resu1t has been the growth

of services that are respond directly to the needs of the

libraries. By employing this method, OLL2ges more than provide

funding. It has a very real influence on policy-making and

emerging governance structures.

FEDERAL LIBRARY COMMITTEE

The F de al Library Committee (FIX)* is to the Federal

Library and Information Network (FEDLINK) what RLG is to RLIN,

with the exception that at the current time OCLC services are

provided members: FEDLINK is however investigating the

possibility of creating an independent federal libraries,

machine-readable database and of using network resources other

than those of'OCLC, so the comparison may be more apt than is

immediately'apparent.

The FLC is,a cobperative organization of over 2600 federal

librariet and civet 4000 federal librarians that was founded in

1065. 'Its purpose is to conáentrate the intellectual resou;ces

.in-the federalibrary and library related information community:

"To achieve tetter utilization of library resourcet and

f4Pi1itie6 to provide mcqe.effective planning, development, and

operation of federal,libiaries; to promote an optimum exchdnge'of

experience, skill, and resources."

FEDLINK is the computer based network serving federal

li4raries and inforpation-centers. It brok*eit OCLC, BRS; and
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Lockheed's Dialog system, and arranges for other database

services upon request. In addition, the MARC databases are being

extended to include records contributed by the Government

Printing Okfice through FEDLINK and, as mentioned above, FEDLfNK

is considering the establishment of its own database;

FEDLINK, which is administered by the Federal Library

Committee is an operating service center network in the same way

that INCOLSA, MIDLNET, and AMIGOS are networks. It is listed in

the table of networks to be found in the preceding chapter. It

offers services associated with these centers to its member

libraries. .It is different from other networks in its geographic

distribution.

SUMMARY

As.the foregoing indicates, the federal role in library

networking may be variously described. The two 'agencies without

which networking as we know it would have been impossible are the

Library of Congress and 'the Office of LibraTies and Learning

Technologies. The Library of Congress developed the MARC tapes

and made them available without centralized control or a

predetermined notion abOut-hosi 'they thould be used. The Office

of Librafies and Learning Resources provided support to libraries'

which was used to develop state and regionaliietworks and to buy

bibliographic services Provided by the utilities.

Research and development continue at the Library of Congress

and the National Library of Medicine. It is supported in other

institutions by the National Science Foundation, the National

Endowment for the Humanities, and the Office of Libraries and
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Learning Resources, .with additional funding provided by the

Council on Library Resources and other concerned foundations.

.The Office of Libraries and Learning Resources continues to be

thq only agency that provides operational support.

Major databases from which networks draw are provided by the

National Library of Medicine and the National Agricultural

Library as well as the Library of Congress. In addition, the two

national libraries operate actual networks, as does the Federal

Library Committee.

Planning and policy making is the specific mandate of the

National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, but the

Library of Congress and the Office of Libraries and Learning

Technologies probably contribute more to that effort for reasons

that will be enumerated in the following chapter. To a lesser

extent, all of the agencies described above have some influence

on planning and policy making. Any funding decision may be seen

as setting policy, and the creation of systems which can be

emulated'is planning of a conerete type.

4 The purpose of this chapter has been to describe those

federal agencies specifically concerned with library networking

from the perspective of the agency itself. In the next chapter

the interrelationships among agencies will be explored and the

contribution each makes, toward resolving issues will be assessed.

The issues confronting bibliographic utilities; state and

regional service centers, and the individual library will be

examined in the light of actual and potential federal

contributions to the resolution of those issues. Political and

economic trends which effect the capacity of the various agencies
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to act will -also be identified.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ISSUES

Previous chapters have described the history and development

of library networks, their current status, and the chief federal

agencies involved in their development and operation. This

chapter will concentrate on the primary issues facing networks

today. It Will look at the Current political and econoric

environment, the overarching issues that affect federal

participation, the main issue clusters described earlier, and the

approaches being taken by federal agencies to resolve problems

and deal with these issues. The following chapter will'evaluate

federal activities-and suggest future roles in light of liast

experience and present conditions.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC TRENDS

Major goals enunciated at tht White House Conference on

Library and Information Services were: "to reshape library and
p

.

information services to serv,e the people in more useful,ways, to
Aly

maintain local control of these services, and to insist on more

economy and accountability from the institutions that provide the

services." (White House Conference eport, 1980) Since 1979 wherf'

the Conference was held, these con)rns have grown and have been

reflected' in a Clear move toward fiscal and political
.,

,

conservatism.

Economically the natidn'llas suffered from the twin evils of
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inflation and recession. Citizens have responded 'at the local
^400

level by limiting the taxing capacity of local governments,

thereby diminishing their ability to provide services. This

trend started in California with the passage of Proposition 13 in

1978, but has since spread across the country. The reiults of

. these initiatives are well documented-elsewhere.

At the 'Federal level programs have been reduced,

consolidated, and in some cases eliminated. Funding agencies

'which have been instrumental in providing support for the

development and operation of netWorks have found their budgets

cut severely, and some are'even facing zero funding for FY 1983.

Because,the numbers for these agencies are so volatile at this

time, the analysis that follows-will examine past and present

contributions to library networking withoUt considering the

probable funding level,for the future.

In other developments, some of the regional service -centers

appear to be undergoing growing pains. Reflecting no doubt the

generally_pclor economic conditions'as well as a certain confusion

about role definition both SOLINET'and NELINET have recently

'reduced staff., and announced program retrenchments'. The

announcement of staff reductions at-NEtINET was accompanied by

the observation that: "Outside forces are moving technology

faster than we could ourselves, and restricted library budgets

are forcing our members to look differently at'their need than

they did four years ago." (L.J. Hotline, Dec.14, 1981)

The issue of role definition for regional service centers

will be examined in more depth later in this chapter.

Information noted above is included here to provide an example of
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political and economic trends as they are exhibited in he

networking world..

THE FEDERAL MANDATE

In spite of the fact that information is generally

considered to be a national resource, the move to greater local

control and reduced federal support have raised many questioni

about the legitimate function of the federal government in this

arena. Some of these questions are: Is the government assuming

a legitimate function of the private sector when it distributes

infoimation? Under what circumstances should the gOvernment

create information resources and networks? Should fees be

charged for specific Cervices? Are fees a viable and appropriate
_

mechanism to pay for the'distribution of information after the

taxpayer has already supported the acquisition of the data? How

do we measure the, public good to be derived from government

intervention? How do we guide and coordinate private sector and

government initiatives?

Other .questions abound, but flow from the same concern.

Given the'philodophy that the government shodld%ntervene only

when.the free market fails to operate (a philosOphy that is. on

the ascendancy), what .dOes it mean for library networking

activities. While it is'not the purpose of, this paper to

redefine tile basis for Our federal government, it is important to

note that the concerns outlined above exist and become manifest

during appropriations hearingsl' ljt is therefore r4ilistic to
0

address the basic issue ,dir* the appropriateness of federal

intervention as we analyze the issues relating 'Specifically to
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'library Petworking.

NETWORKING ISSUES

Several writers have attempted to identify those issues that

are,most critical to an understanding of library networks and

their potential. One author labels these issues "aspects of the

netwOrk concept" and includes: interdependence, large-scale

bibliographic data base, standards and quality, on-line*%autO-mated

,systems, telecomMunications, loss of autonomy and shared

decisionmaking, all library service, access to all, integration

and coordination, one network for all, centralization, top-

up/bottom-down, a national capping agency, internationalism, and

cost and productivit tevens, 1980) Obviously some of these

items are characteristics rather than issues, nevertheless they

capture many of the concerns voiced in a less iystematic fashion

by others. In addition, many of these items recur .in other

lists.

Susan Matints list is not labeled "issues" either, but is

foupd in the last chapter Of her most recent publication which

deals with networks and libraries in the years ahead. It appears

tb include a great many is-Sues 1nc1udin4: links', public acces,'

regionalization, public/private interface, bottom-up development,

a networki of the future, the network of,the 1980s, a nationwide

network, and implications for the library. (Martin, 1981)

'Still another list is provided by Barbara Markuson. It_is

clearly called "critical i$sues in library development," ind

includes many of the same.items listed above: the network

,revolution, understanding networks, the national library network:
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reality or myth?, national planning, ',the locus of networking,

access, standards, evolution, and the network nation. (Markuson,

1980)

Clearly,' some of the items listed above are outside the

purview of the federal government. The technological

developments described by Stevens, the network revolution

outlined by Markueon, and the bottom-up development noted by

Kartin are examples of issues which the federal government deals

with only tangentially. Most federal activities in librar

networking are designed to resolve issues which fall within four

general.groupings: research and development, manavement and

governance, funding and planning and policy making. Most of the

issues concerning the development of a "national library

, network," or even a "nationwide library network" fall iilthe

funding or plinning and policy making groupings.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

At the present,time the United States spends approximately

$60 billion for research and development, with about'half of this

support -provided by the federal government. While this

represents i decline from the 65 percent provided by the federal

government in the early 1960s, it is the continuation of a long

term national commitment to the pursuit of.knowledge. A large

portion of these monieb are spent on national defense and the

space program, but a significant amount has been dedicated to

general science and other efforts.

Federal support for research and development is based on the

recognition that industrial R&D generally focuses on programs
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that have a low risk and a high, short term payoff. Federal R&D

on the other hand concentrates on programs that are of national

concern, have little chance of producing direct financial

benefits, carry a relatively iligh risk, and take a long time to

produce useful results. .

In,..the area of library and information science $57,974,000

was spent on research and development by federal agencies in the

entire decade of the 1970se In addition the Council on Library

Resources, Inc. contributed $5,317,000 and the Carnegie

Corporation of New York contributed $3,588,000. This compares

with $146 million spent On research by information industries

during the single year of 1979.

Although the total annual amount available from all federal

government agencies is down to $6,439,000 for 1980 from a high o5

$19,329,000 in 1974-75, the amount has fluctuated fr6m year

year. Of the seven federal Tunding agekcies which provide,

funding for library and information research, three provide the

major portion of support. Agencies and the total amount of money

provided for library and information research for the-ten year
_

period of 1970-1980 'are listed below:

FUNDING AGENCY # TOTAL.(in 000s)

National Science Foundation,
Division of Info. Sci. and Tech. $33,063

Dept. of Ed./ Office of Libraries
and Learning Technologies 10,585

National Library of Medicine,
8,127Extramural Grants Program

National Endowment for the
Humanities 2,675
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Library of Congress,-National
Serv. for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped

'Dept, of_EA.Z_Nati_ohal Inst.
for Education

National Commission on Librarieá
and Information Science 769

20

17097-

TOTAL

(Source: Cuadra, 1981)

$57,974

Research areas which beve been funded during this period

have reflected fhe emerge e of networkg and the need for R&D ih .

network related areas. According to the Cuadrare,ptt, the three

subject areas receiiring the lar9est amounts funding in the
. .

1970s were: infOrmation retrieval system des gn ana evaluatidn,

OT library and infOrmation servicep-and systems,management

-networking and resourte sharing.

Funding for reSearch, -however,. is not' tInII-Iway-the

federal government contributes to research aCtivities. As noted

n the previous chapter, 'Significant resources have been-devoted-
,,
kg\ development of'databaieg,at the Library o'T Congress, the

and

,--..,--;
, Nitiefiiii,,Library' of Medicine, an'd the- NatiOnal AgricuituraI

.'
;14.brry. eveloping the -capacity, to .-matra-ge-- theil own

.. .

--. --- ,,,,z-;----
, ,

.

ciAtections, eiSe-,libraries hate-provided tools necessary -fdr., ,

,,, ,

4etwojk d*?4.#1:*tn, YhedèeIopnent :cf-_,MARa tapeS iS the' most
,-

exam11eofthes-, impact Of., internal research ancl

,developme-f. n aI7i, es they tayefdevelopee'their own

newora like Xat'oriE'h-Thiattonal Library tf Medicine, those
-

t
networks have served ast examples.

:
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Barbara Markuson has cited research and development,

together with capital acquisition and technology transfer as the

most important aspects of the network concept: She has also

noted that flexibility, forward funding, and tisk capital for

sesearch and development are essential factors in satisfactory

network funding support. (Markuson, 1980) Miriam Drake has

argued persuasively that funding for research and development for

networks is an.appropriAe role for the federal government and

-likens it to the ,subsiaies provided the airline industry and

satellite companies, both of which were initially funded by the

federal government. (Drake, 1980).

There appears to be remarkable consistency of support fpr

the concept of federal funding of research and deveLopment in

this area. Tax monies available for librarir support are

declining. Networks offer a way to increase productivity.

Industry effortsare.not addressing long term public concerns.

'The goal of increaied productivity is consistent with national,-
. .

funding pcilicies. Nevertheless the amount of money available for

these efforts is grossly inadequate by any reasonabl4e measure.

In many high technology industries it is not unusual to find

as much as 6%-8% of nett sales invested in research and

development. Of this amount," the federal goVernment may

contribute as much ap 50% of the total, and the figure is as high

as 84% in the aircraft and missiles industry. (Science

.indicators, 1978)

In the information induStry, as defined rather restrictively'

by the InforMation Industry Association, corporate investmeni in

research and development was $146 million in 1979. Of those
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businesses reporting R&D expenditures, the average investment was

4% of net sales.. During.that same year the federal government

contributed $7.4 million to research and development in the whole

area of library and information science. Based on these figures
4-

) the federal government invested only 4.8% Of the total amount

spent on R&D in the area of information, an industry which is

fast growing and offers potential solutions to productivitf

problems.

MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE

Mahagement and.gpvernance can mean practically`anything,

depending on who you are taaking to. In this section management

and governance refers nOt to the.structure of networks "as

described in previdus chapters nor to the planning and policy

making issues connected with the'development of nationwide

library networking. Instead management and governance is used

here to menle actual-dperation specific networks.

largeSt producer and consumer of information in the

country, the federal government has eveloped a number of

databases and .networks to assist in thA identification and

retrieval oi information. Some ot these nettworks such as those
'

operated'hy the'Library of Congress, the National Library of

Medicine and the_National Agricultural 'Library have been

"described elsewhere.

networking S'ctivities.

hey provide the basis for many other

There are, however, other networks which ere less well

known, but still-repiesent federal efforts in the area of

networking. Agencies operating these networks are not
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necessasily listed in the previous chapter. The following

paragraphs provide a brief description of some of these networks.

They are excerpted from Federal Information Sources and Systems,

and are included here to indicate the range of networking

activities takineplace within the federal government.

Patent Search Files: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

This system is designed to provide a comprehensive

collection of U.S. and foreign patents to be used by patent

examiners, patent attorneys, and inventors in search of prior art

in relation to filing and/or _prosecuting patent applications; by

individuals seeking a specific patent; and by the general public

in search of technical information. It may be used at the Public

Search Room.

NTIS Bibliographic Data File
(Dept. of Commerce)

This file contains, over 550,000 .,bibliographic citations of

U.S. Government sponsored research, development, and engineering
a

reports; computer prodects; an'd inventions Available for

licensing. Selected.state and local government reports are also

included. It is a Flurpose of NTIS to disseminate to the public

!nformation products from U.S. Government agencies. The magnetic

ape may be leased annually, and tapes back to 1964 may be
_

atquired. .The fife is also available through commercial on-4ine
r

information systems.

At the current time, the Department of Commerce is planning

-to dismantle the National Technical Information Service in order
. .

that private sector firms may take over the markeing of'

government publications. '

A
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Census Bureau population Statistici System
(Dept. of Commerce)

This file cOnsists of data Collected in the decennial

censuses. The data are used by the,Congress, by the executive

branch, and by thepublic gen.erally in the development and

,evdluation of economic and social programs. Information in

printed form is publicly Available.

Library Generi1 Information Survey System,(LIBGIS)
(Dept. of Education)

This.syStem is designed to collect, process, analyze, and

disseminate daa on all types of libraries; on educational'

broadcasting facilities and programs; and occasionally, on

museums. Reports are publicly available. Theoretically these

data-Are ,updated every 2-5 years, but reduced funding has

endangered the continuation of the program.

Educatibnal Resources Information Center (ERIC)
(Dept. of Education)'

t

ERIC is_41, nationwide decentralized information network for

acquiring, selecting,labstracting, indexing, storing, retrieving,

and disseminat;ng the rii-bst significant and timely education-

related reports, It consists of a coordination staff in

Washington, D.C. -and 16 ciearinghouses located at or witH

professional organizations across the country(. The abstract

journal is publicly availlable by subscription from GPO. Most'.

documents may be Purchased either in microfiche or paper. This

program,is Currently being evaluated. 44'

Water Resources Scientific Information Center (WRSIC)
.(Dept. of the Interior)

The system dissemihates scientificand i'echniCal information
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to the water resources community thtough a variety of services,

including a twice-monthly abstracting bulletin an annual catalog

listing of ongoing projects, topical bibliographies, state-of-

the-art reviews, and computer seaiches.

Computer-Assisted Legal Information Storage and Retrieval (JURIS)
(Dept.,of Justice)

, This computerized legal research s'ystem provides fast,

.comprehensive,.and incisive retrieval of case law, staiutory law,

an internal Departmenta:l work product.. Used by Department of

Justice lawyers, this system is not publicly available because of

the expense and contractual restrictions on disseMination of data

held under license.

NASA Library Network (NALNET)

NALNET is a coopeiative eflort by the NASA libraries located

at headquarters and 11 research centers, to provide access to

over 180,000 books and 600'0 journals located throughout the

system.

Smithsonian Science Information Exchange, Inc.

SSIE operates and maintains a national data base of

information on research in progress. SSiE products and services

. 'are publicly available at published fees.

There 'are numerous otper systems in operation.within the

fedeia1. government. 'The above st ierves to illustrate the

breadth of effortL. Although the primar'Y purpose of most of

these systems is to facilitate internal information management,

some of them, Such as*NTIS and SSIE, prbvide direct service to

the public or to other networks. No specific data are available,

but it appears that these efforts consume fai more resotirces than
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all other government support for networking put togeteer.
;

FUNDING

In mahy mays, almost all of the'issues arising from a

consideration of federal roles in library networking could be>/

reduced to issues of funding. Resource allocation does, after

ill, hive a significant, even critical impact on research and

development, the operation-of networks, and planning and policy

making. Thus, definitiOn becomes once more important. Since

eeklier sections have dealt with the federal contribution tó

research and development and federal network operation, this

section will 6e restricted to an.analysis of direct operational

support of bibliographic-utilities and service centers.

To the extent that federal monies are used to support ,

library development they also support library networking. As

noted in the previous chapter federal funds are of two types:
.6

formula grants and discretionary grants. All of the grants

described in the section on research and development are of the

discretionary variety. .Applications are made for federal support

of a specific project and awards are made on a competitive bisis.

Formula grants on the other hand are made available to all

-libraries. that mee't certain conditions. The prinCipal

legislative acts that provide this type of support-for libraries

are the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) and the

Higher Education Act (HEA). Both of these acts are administered
A

by the Office pf Libraries and Learning Technologies and have had 4

a significant impact on networking development.

7-9,
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LSCA

The Library Services and ConStruction Act (LSCA) was pasted

in 1964 to replace,the LibrarY Services Act (LSA) originally

enacted in 1956 to assist rural areas in the establishment of

libraries. Since the Niery beginning, however, theSe pieces of

legislation have required ipatching state and local funds and the

preparation of a comprehensive state plan. In the yeais

these bills .were first introduced their scope has been broadened

to include: seivice to urban areas, public library coridtruction,

imProvement of library services for the phirsically handicapped,

the institutionalized, disadvantaged, bilingual, olden persorls,
4

strengthening major urban resource libraries, strengthening state
- .

library administrative agencies,,,and promotion of interlibrary

co-operation. At preseA four titles of' I.SCA are a9thoriied:-
\-- p-

Tit'le If Public Library Services. PY 1982 appropriations,

1/4 $62,500,000

Title II, Public Library Construction. got funded since FY

1973.

11t1 I. Interlibrary Cooperation. FY'1982.apprppriation,

$1 ,000,000.

Title IV, Older Readers Services. Has never been funded.

The cumulative total iof Federl' suppOrt provided libraries

through these acts between 1957 and 106 was approximately $730

million. This represented less than 5% of the total public

library expenditure. Nevertheless this eiPenditure contributed

signifiCantly to the current pattern of 'public library

,^development. Robert Frase in his analysis of Federally supported

library programs concludes: "Public library services have
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unquestionably been_greatly. extended and'improved, using the

funds appropriated under Title I. Since public libraries have

traditionally-been created- and-_financed primarily by local

governments, the quality and even the very existence of public

library services has.varied greatly, not only, between states but

within states as well; The Library Services and Construction Act

was designed to deal_directly with this prbblem by,requiring

state plans foi coordinated programs designed to meet the needs

-of all-the citizens 6f each state. The state library agencies

have been greatly expanded ai a result of the Act, and called

'into :existence where they did not exist before. Systems of

-41ibrariei have been'created-to,provide better ,service through

cooperative action. Inteilibrary loan networks have been

established on,a state bisise State statutes have come into

existence, establishing goals and standards for public library
4

services and authorizing sEate appropriations." (Frase, 1975)

Of all the accomplishments listed above, none has more long

term significance than the growing state responsibilitY .that was

encouraged through Federal subsidy. This trend toward an

increasing role.for the states has been called dione of the poten-

t

tially most itiportant developments during the past ten to fifteen

years in public 'library systems." (Blasingame and DeProspo; 1970)

The most dramatic example of this impact has been poirTed out by

Joe Shubert. In 1957 state appropriations for public libraries

was approxiTately $5.4 million. By 1974 that figure had growl to

$81.7 milaion. (Shubert, 1975)

Tile parts of LSCA which have contributed most to library
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networking-are Titles I and II.I. LSdA, Title I is quite broad in

scope and requires state matching funds. Widle Title I is

specifically'iniended to extend lilprary services to groups of

citizens who may be out of the mainstream of public,library

services and are thus underserved, it does have another purpose

as well: "-.for extending public liqrary services to geographical

areat and groups of persons without such services and improving '

such servicet'in such areas and for such groups as may have

inadequate public library services."

Based on the exprespd objectives of Title I, many state

libraries have have used these monies to support netWork

development and operation. A recent evaluation of Title I of the

, Library Services and Construction Act revealed the following:

o Over 56 percent of LSCA I projectsjnvolve,long term, on-

e
.,going activities. Forty-four percent,of LSCA I

projects have some form of inter-library cooperation

involired in theirservices ot in the acquisition of.,

materials.

o Over_62 percent-of the irtates wtrt able to inIstall or

upgrade ttlecommunications linkages among publfc,

abademiC and special, libpariet because of LSCA III.

o More 'than 75 percent Of the states actively participated

in intrastate and multistate library networks.

o Ninety=four percent of all public libraries (serving an

estimated'197.8 million persons) were able in 1980 to

cite at least one benefit resulting from 'the LSCA Title

I Program. :

The study further noted that among the "most often cited
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benefits were increased access to resOurces of otlier libraries

(rStource sharing through regional and miiltitype li-bra:ry-

-systems:" CAMS, 1981)

Specifically authorized "for establishing and_operatipg

_local, regional, state or interstate cooperative networks of

librariesr".LSCA Title'III does not require state matching funds.

It, too, is allocated to state't by formula, but-state agencies,x

have considerable discretion and flexibility in, its use within

the state. Thus funds may be spent.for network design,

.implementation, operations or expansion. They may also be used

by multitype library networking activities and to promote

cooperation among all types of libraries. In one evaluation of

Title III funding Joe Shubert observed: "The LSCA program placed

new and majcir responsibility on the state agencies...this is

particularly true of Title III, which brought'state_library

agencies into a new relationship with university, school and

special libraries as well as with the major public libraries.

LSCA assisted programs, shaped network development and caused

major changes in interlibrary sharing and-communications."

(Shubert, 1975)

The Library Services and Construction Act is far from

perfect. Funding has been uneven and Unpredictable, Making

plannAng awkward and uncertaip. it. has, however, contributed to

library developmeit and cooperation well eeyond the dollars

involved. It has provided incentive for state participation in

,library development, and has thereby stimulated resource sharing

activities at the state and local le3401:.:' Both Titles I and III
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have- contributed materialiy to network development. Title III

has provided, direct' support specifically to networking

activities, and the more general Title I has encouraged reso4xce'

sharing as part of an overall pattern of library development.

The ubiquitous nature of LSCA funding, its requiement.that state

and local governments provide matching funds, and its

strengthening of state library agencies are key ingredients in

the growth of library networks.

BEA

The Higher Education Act, of 1965.has four sections which

contribute to libraly networking activities:

o Title II-A, College,'Library Resources

o Title II-B, Research and Demonstration

o Title II-;:13,,Training

o Title II-C, Strengthening Research Libraries Resources

Title I I-B Research and Demonstrati9n provides
At

discretionary grants which may include support f6r research and

development of networks. A discussion of'these monies was

included in. an earlier section. Trainimg is also a

discretionaey grant program which provides modest support for

scholarships and training iustitutes, some of which are concerned

with networking issues.

Title II-A authorizes formula grants to eligible

institutions of higher education for the priMary purpose of

acquiring books, periodicals, documents, Ragnetic tapes,

phonogiaph records, audiovisual materials, and other related

library materials. Although.the legislation provides for three
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types of grants: basic grants of up to $5400 for each,
institution; supplemental grants related to enrollment, programs,

and demohst.rated needs; and special-purpose graTite, the

legislation is written in suCh a way,that since 1973 only basic

grants haVe been funded. Moreover, these grants haye provided

very small amounts of money ($1200 in FY 1981) to a great many

institutions ((2,471 in FY 1981) and has been under attack for

the last year. The impact of this Title on library networking is -

largely unmeasured.

In contrast to Title II-A, Title II-C provides large amounts

of money to' a small number of institutions; This program was

enacted through the Education Amendments of 1976 in recognition

of the fact that therriajor research libraries represent the

bibliographic fOundation of our research resources and that they

require financial incentives to participate in resour6e sharing

activities. Grants are made to research libraries for the

purposes of "maintaining and strengthening their collections,

yhich are edsential to spholarshipand research on a national and

worIdr-wide basis, and assist them in making their holdings

available to individual researchers 'lid sc'holars and to other
4

libraries whose users have need for .such research materials."

(OLLT, 1980) Awards are made in three areas: 1) collection

development, 2) preservation of materials, 'and 3) bibliographic

control.

Estimates indicate that approximately 200 libraries fall

within the-definition of ma. jor resea-rch library. They include
.

insiitutions of higher educationr; public libraries, state

.",
libraries, and private nonprofit independent research libraries.
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-Up to 150 grants maybe made annually. Regulations are now being,

revised.

Ap analysis of grants made in FY 1978, FY 1979, and FY 1980

suggests a definite trend toward increased supOrt of networking

,activities. The follAwing tab1e4shows the distrigutIon of grants,
,

I

,among the three prograt areas for the years listed aboVe:

YEAR

PROGRAM ACTIVITY

COLLECTION
DEVELOPMENT PRESERVATION

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
CONTROL/ACCESS

197 $795,103 $1,340,554 $2,864,339

109 628,433 1,393,201 3,78,366

1980 839,062. 788,919 4;326,743

TOTAL $2,26,5989 $3,522,674 $11,169,448

The commitment to supporting those.aCtivities which

contribute to resoOce sharing through networking and

bibliodraphic control is clear, and growing: Although this Title .

is not geneially,thought-of,as a major source of financial

support,'it does prov.ide some incentive for the larder 1ibrariet

.to participate in c-ooperative activities.

PLANNING AND POLICY MAkING

Of all the issue clusters considered in thie report, the

most controversial by far is planning And policy making. For

many of those actually involved in library. netwo4kinigi4the ideld

of a'"natiional library network" seets to have fallen out of

favOrr if indeed it was ever in,favor. Thus the notioni,of a

"national plan,"'or a "federal lbcue appear in sharp c#Ktrast to
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tiie-reality of libraiy networking.

As pointed out in earlier chapters, networking activities.

have grown from the bottom up. They reflect the needs and

struggle's of local libraries and',regional units. The

hibriographic utilities and regional service centers incorporate
5

an entrepreneuril spirit that appears to be more cOmfortable__in____,_

a competitive environment than it is in a cooperative one.

Nevertheless some. cling to the notion that problems can be

-solved in the. meeting;roop rather than the market place. There

is, however, no evidence to'support this assertion. As Barbara

Markuson ppts '"It is difficult to write of national-level

network planning, without being unduly Critical." (Markuson,'1980)_

Sue Martin takes a.similacposition: "Now it appears thatthe

concept of a nationwide network has indeed bdeen overtaken bi

events. Simply stated, the bottom-up approach works,better. The

fact is that most librarians are not,4eeply involved in the

development of a. national bibliographic network. .A large

monolithic bibliographic network is no longer an objective useful

to the goals of the North American library cOinmunitr..' Rather,

each library and each netwOrk, continues Ito hold,its ow

priorities, fitting into the nationwide iigsaw puzzle as

appropriate." (Martin, 1981)

Even Henriette Avram, experienced,as she is from working

with the Network_Advisory Committee has concluded that "In spite

of these efforts at coordinatinglietmorking,activities, there

appears at his time to be a politically and econoinically

disjointed 1 briry networking community." (Avram, 1980) 4

r
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In assessing the dituation Markuson comments: "Committees,

task forces, and studies abound, but the impa"ct has perhaps been

so Minimal because: 1) the sponsoring agenciei are too remote

from what is actually happening in networking, 2) the efforts are

directed toward ad hoc solutions to isolated problems w4thout

prior development of a long-range plan,for a national program,

tóci much concern is focused on the political role of institutions

and agencies and too little on technical solutions of critical

problems, 4) effort is.concentrated bn present technology and

little attention is given to Ite really significant changes that

new technology will bring, arid finally, 5) there is not enough

attention given to how national-level recommendations and pins

will be implemented intthe field." (Markuson, 1980)

Taking a somewhat broader view Miriam Drake notes that two

assumptions about government have been challenged in recent

years. "The first assumption is that government can do some jobs

more efficiently because it does not have to make a profit. The

recent history of AMTRAK and CONRAIL are clear evidence that

government operations do not lead automatically to efficient and

better service...The second assumption is that bureaucrats and

politicians always act in the public interest. A daily reading

of your local newspaper should shatter that assuMption." (Drake,

1980)

It is true that NCLIS, LC, NSF,,OLLT, and other agencies

hive sponsored numerous reports and held countless Meetings. It

is not, however., clear what these efforts have accomplished. _The

federal government is capable of strong, centralized planning to

achieve specific goals. It does so, however, only under one of
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three conditions:

1) It offers the carrot bi financial support

2) It carries the stick of.federa regulation

3) It does it itself

In the case of national network planning and policy making

none of these conditions prevail. Funding agencies are not

charged with planning and policy making. Regulations with teeth

that would ensure the enforcement of standards are non-existent.

Agencies like the Library of Congress that have done it

themselves (with MARC, for instance) have been successful in that

undertaking, but have not attempted to control its use.

Planning and policy making in library networking is the

thing t-he federal government aoes least weldl. To a large extent

the funding agencies are the most effective policy makers, for

they can offer-financial incentives for specific actions. But

even they are limited. In addition, it is not at all 'clear that

.the library profession wants centralized planning for a set of

services which are developing in response to need.

The single exception to this may be in the area of

standards. Most Obse r ve r s feel that the establishment of

hardwa're and ,software 'standards, as well as bibliographic

standards will at least not pleclude the possibility of a

nationwide network developing. Even those who lack enthusiasm

about generalized planning are strongly supportive of this

objective. "Whatever the shape.of future national netwoqing,

technical coipatibility is of prime importance; the development
9

of standards for content representation, data communication and
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Ilithine-to-machine communication mist be stressed. :If an agreed-
/

upon goal is an integra'ted system which allows the, same data to

be used for a variety of function, then the varlous pkrts of that

system must accept the data without requiring extensive
1

manipulation or rekeying." (Martin, 1981)

'Support for develapment of library and informatioh

standards and attenUon to standards in all aspects of the

1 itk,ra ry field, from the educator in the classroom to the

prsctitioner on the job, is critical to library netizorks....It is

critical that we give attention to better methods for financial

support-af standards development, documentation, promulgation,

review, /and tJtning. Although standards are clearly of national

concern, no exiiting library legislation designates any money for
P

standards or even specifically requires adherence to national

sta(idafds Markuvn, 198.0)

CONCLUSION

This chapter has.looked at the major clusters of issues

confronting library networks from the perspective of federal

involveient. Activities of the federal government have, in fact,

been critical in the development of library networks. 'But tIle

reality of federal intervention has been quite different.from the

rhetoric articulated ten years sgo at the Ai rl i e House

Conference.

Centralized planning and policy making has not been

particularly effective, while meager financial support has been

used as an incentive to develop planning and operational

capabilities at the state and local levels. .Moreover, the
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syst my which agencies such as the Library of Congress and the. .

Nation 1 Library of Medicinesbave developed to manage their own

,inf ation have been fundamental to networks.

Inthefarea of zesearch,and development, federal funding has

been significant but insufflicient. There are strong arguments
1 ,

which favor an.incredsed federal role in this area. Perhaps the

most persuasive of these are based on a consideration df the long

term public good that is likely to result from a federal.

investment in research and development and a recognitipn of the

fact that no private source is likely t provide the level of

foanding needed.
A

Many issues have not been discussed in this chapter. Some

of the issues which are most critical to library networks are, in

fact, not solvable by the fed I government. In the following

chapter, these issues will be noted, and present and potential

federal roles flowing from the above aralysis will be presented.
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FEDERAL RGES AND THE EMERGING NETWORK ENVIRONMENT

The previous chapter outlined networking issues of specific

concern to the federal government This chapter will examine the

roles that flow from that analysis and suggest future strategies

for federal agencies. It will also briefly describe those issues

tfiat are not vulnerable t direct federal intervention and

describe the probable direc ion of network development. Finally

the chapter will exanylne the potential federal posture.in this

emerging environment.

FEDERAL ROLES

Defining the appropriate role for the federal government in

any specific area is.probably impossible toaay given the changes

which are occurring in our society. One thing'is sure, however.

The fedenal role depeh.4 kplp great extent on the goal and

objectives which one wishes,to achieve and the availability of

other resources.

For library networking, there is a vast difference between a

nationwide library network and a national library network. .The

role of the federal government will be significantly different

depending on which direction is taken.' But in this instance the

goal and objectives depend on.more than what the majority wants

to achieve. ,It 'also rests on a hittory and-set of conditions



1

that exist.

Library networks havê grown from the bottom up. They are

Citivea by tdChnology and nourished in, the political and econoMic

culture o the times. historically they have been responsive not

to a-national .direttive, but to a local imperative. Social and
, -

economic trends serve to reihforce this trend toward loCally

funded and managed systems requiring minimal intervention by the

federal government. At the same time technology is giving us

smaller, faster, cheai.er computing pOwer. The dream of a

computer in every library is much closer than we once believed

possible. This 'is creating a situation in whjch.14cal networks

ave not only a political appeal, but an economic one as well.

Ai networks move-beyond increasing productivity and providing

bibliographic access to.actually delivering information, the

appeal of smaller systm$ will increase.

For the federal gOifernment this suggests that an appropriate

qoal might continue to be infreasing access to information. This

has after all been the g'Oil of federal intervention since the

Library Aervicet Act sought to bring library service to the rural

parts of our ciuntry. Objectives, however, might shift quite

dramatically. Instead of striVing for a centralized system, with

some services provided by federal agencies9 a distributed system

begins to make ,more sense. Instead'of seeking a "locus of

Federalrsponsibility," the shared responsibility 'outlined in

tcle White House Conference resolution mi ht become a better

objective. t

Based on the

that some reasoa

formatiod detailed in thi parier,,:itaiaPears

0c.bjectives.for fedeyal particiation in.)
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library networking might be:

ir

I.

-
1

Encourage the development of state and local networking

,capabilities by pioVidini financial incentive's for

resduroe sharing

o Encourege the continued participation in n orr\--twking

activities by major iesearCh libnaries by subsidizing

resource.development

Support research and development at an elevated level to

achieve economies of scale, inceaedd productivity, and

advances in information technology that might even

effect other parts of the ecdhomy

o Promote use of the latest teChnology within the government

itself, so that federal agencies become a model, for

information handling and spin off systems, mucjIlike

the Library of Congress has already done

o 1::io41&ide a 'mec.hanism .for the establ ishment,--a,nd

promulgation of standards

o 'Adopt a laissez faire approach to the development of

-bibliographic utilities and state and,regional networks
. )

with thd exception of support for R&D

,
These ,objectives suggest that the federal government is nA

striving to be all things to all people, nor is'it seeking td,

develop a tingl6 Monolithic structure. It accepts the somewhat

messy approach,to net ork de velopment that has taken' us very far

very fast. In addition, it recognizes that some networks will

succted while others may fail, but the TIM.tiple experiments are

likely to give thetlibrary community a great many more options.
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Thus the roles of.the federal government are: innovator and

manager of its own systems, supporter of research and

development, promoter of lOcal initiative and responsibility,

subsidizer,of collections of national resouices, and facilitator

in ihe development.of standards.

OTHER ISSUES

Although the subject of this paper is the federal role in
4

library 'networking, there.are issues conflating networks that

are not within the'preview of the federal goNiernment. Rost

notable among them is a consideration of the relationships

between netwOrks. Until quite recently many assumed
tha>Jletwork

relationships ha'd stabilized. OCLC,served the country directly,

RLIN met the needs of research libraries, and WLN remained a

region'al network 'with some very special softviare. Service

' centers brokered the services and and provided additional

capabilities depending on.the needs of its members.

Some observers womdered if the regional service centers had

enough of a reason to continue. Costs yere rising arid there was

an increasing need to develocsome justification for charciing

fees considered by many to be too high. But SOLINET announced'

plans to adapt WLN software to its Burrough's equipmen't. Some

speculated about.the potentifal imiact on'OCLC itself if SOLINET

,
were able to cteate a freestanding regional system.

Before-the experimOit vias trie:d, however --the deal fell

apart. For a variety of reasons odic withdrew its offer to loan

SOLINET money to support the experiment. A few months later

NELINET announced a redUction in staff and a retrenchment in its
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;

,

I plans fOrtiegional dtvelopment.

laile some regióhal netwórks appear to be floundering, state-
.

library agencies are begirining to explore the possibili!ty of

Providing_automate8 statewidenetworks. In addition to providing

adoess to the utillities'these networks can inoorporate a much

higher degree of-tesource sharing tlirough document delivery

,
4

because of their'geogr&Oid proximity.

The .final outcome 'of:thes,e maneuverings 'is uncertain, :at, the

time of this writing, but it is likely that the library,world
.

will b¼ trted to a series of "networking wars" over the.,next

few years.. There is sure to be-a lot of bldod on the not:5r';

before it is all over. The onli question is whose blood.

o)

The statewide library networks appear to be in a strong

position at this Poior a number of reasons. FirSt,

tedhnology fayors distributed systems. Except for a few

services, such a's ghared cataloging, centralization seems to be
, . . .

fading froM the scene. Second, state library agencies have groWn,

in Strength both politically and econotically. While it is true

/,..

that,atate agencies, like all other government agencies, are
. , .

halringl. a tough time right-now, they 'stir' 'have'greater

institutional strength'than aany of 1ttte'regional networks. The

'6

pattern,of'federal support for the last twenty:five years has..
,

,

, , # ,
P4 %

hastened their deveZopment, and they are now looking for expahded

se'rvices. Finally, networking is ready to move into a new phase

i..n which document delivery becomes More significant. For the,-:,

. next five to seven years, libraries are likely to cbntinue to p

depend on inter7library loans. .Thus, sysieMs that facilitate
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inter %°
7-1.-ibrary loah, will be, more arL.coptable.

No matter what happens with statewide netwbrk 'development,

,
h owe ri-Y-the question of re,Iatibriships remains. How do the,

;
jltillties relate 'to each dther, to the 'state ,and.régibnal

netwprks, to the lib.rar-i-es,? :, What will happen to Ile region-al
. , .

service centers? How dO they all relate to the various levels, of
-.

govetnmeht? How will issues such as the deVelopment of links
r .

between' the systems be resolv.ed?' Will relationships be
. ., ,

chatacterized by coMpetition, cooperation,. o sr ome cdmbination of
.

the tyo? To -what eitent will netWorking b'e centralized or.

decentralized,?

Although one po4tion the fedral government could take in..
resolving the "above issues is to act as mediator, or pol*cy

r.
maker, there, is nd reason to expect 'that it would be succesthful.

It seems most likely that these issues will be resolved in the

marketOlace.
46-

THE FUTURE
41

4
'The above isdpses are,upon us, so do not constitute-a*future

4 6 I,

concern. The most critics.]: set of networking issued_ will emerge
... .. . .

in ten to twenty years, as'direct ineormatiom services into the
.

. .

homs becomes economically feasible and technologically,, efficient,
... . ..,

,

. , .,

,. What will the ible- of the. library' be when. an OCLC, using Channel._
. , . . . . ..

, 2000 jor, some, other channel'_with an ihteractive paPability) can,, .
4 6

'
answer .,quer-ies diredtly? Perhaps the relationship will- be

,.

analogout to the re4tionship betwedm the hetwork:televiskon*-
. . . .

A

6 I

si;ations and the lokal .affiri,ates which'iare lidenie:d to
6 ' *.\ ., '

6

, distiibute natioftvl progra. mm)ing but also peovide local'
.
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programming of their own:,

The federaljole in an environment as vastly altered as that

it tod far outsdde the.topic°Of..this Paper to speculate, but.it

will certainly be.a concern, and.many.of the decisions made how,

wIll effect-that environment.

CONCLUSION

Networks are clearly altering the future of libraries. So

far the federal role has been supportive, butf"non-directive. In

spite of repeated statements that the federal government should

be,guidin4 and -directing network develdpment, that has not been
-

the case, and it is probably a good thing.

In retrdspe.ct the decision made by the Library of Congress
,

to release the MARC tapes without specific directions as to their,

yde appears to have been the bes\possible deciSion.. Experiments.'

were made possible, anlnetworks'are pr6ttbly much stronijer for

Sit. SO, too, the_support provided,state library agencies will

most likely ensure the continuing)locallocus df networking
-

activities: These trends: local control, improved seryides, and
,

'
economy,and accountability ate in harmony with the times and are

-
.

1 ik el y to be the determining factors for the future.
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